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Basie
Resident
Arrested
Lillian M. Aleman 
Managing Editor
A Basie Hall female was arrest­
ed after exposing signs of being 
under the influence of marijuana 
on March 26, said University Lt.
“They (officers) 
d etected  the sm ell 
o f m arijuana on  
her person, and  
th at her eyes w ere 
bloodshot, g lassy  
and very sm all.”
Lt. Harry McKenzie,
University Police_______________
Harry McKenzie.
Tahirah J. Grace, 24, of Asbury 
Park, was in Basie Hall room 3K03 
at 10:37 p.m. when a call was made 
to University Police stating that a 
strong odor of marijuana was ema­
nating from the room.
According to McKenzie, numer­
ous officers reported to the scene. 
“Officers proceeded into the apart­
ment and they noticed that there 
was a strong odor of CDS (con­
trolled dangerous substance) in the 
room as well as on the suspect 
herself.”
McKenzie said that the officers 
began to speak with Grace and 
their reasons for being in the apart­
ment when the suspect became agi­
tated and stated, “Everyone in the 
building smokes. I’m not a crimi­
nal.”
According to McKenzie, Grace 
was not cooperative with police and 
began to yell at officers. Grace 
ignored the officers as they pro­
ceeded to speak to her and con­
tinued to argue with them stating 
that she was not a criminal and did 
nothing wrong, McKenzie said.
“Officers’ observations stated 
that they detected the smell of 
marijuana on her person, and that 
her eyes were bloodshot, glassy and 
very small.”
A search of the apartment 
SEE "MARIJUANA" PG 5
Feature: 7
SGA Election
Results Released
Steve Miller and Mathew Fegley I The M ontclarion
(I. to r.) Kristen Shemoff (BOT Alternate), Abigail Gildersleeve (Secretary), Ron Botelho (Vice President) 
and Jacob V. Hudnut (President) were elected for 2004 - 2005 SGA positions.
Shauna Foster 
Assistant News Editor
The results of the 2004-2005 
SGA Executive Board election 
were announced at yesterday’s 
SGA meeting after the online 
poles were officially closed at 
noon.
According to SGA Attorney 
General Javier Justiniano, a total 
of 688 votes were tallied for the 
positions of SGA President, Vice 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, 
Board of Trustees, and the 
Justice Branch, which relatively 
dropped over 300 votes compared 
to last year.
“R on and I, w ith  th e new ly e lec ted  
execu tive board, w ill con tin u e to  be 
sm art about sp en d in g and k eep  th e  
SGA focu sed  o f th e w elfare o f  th e  
stu d en t body.”
Jacob V. Hudnut 
SGA President
Current SGA President Jacob V. There were 84 abstentions and 
Hudnut succeeded once again in 136 write-ins. 
winning the position as president “On behalf of the SGA, I thank 
with 415 votes. s e e  "e l e c t io n s " pg  5
Voter Turnout Drops Again
Despite the large amount of 
effort the Student Government 
Association (SGA) believed they 
had contributed to their election 
campaign this year, several of its 
members feel that the turnout 
was disappointing.
“It was very depressing,” 
SGA Attorney General, Javier 
Justiniano said.
“There wasn’t much enthusi­
asm.”
Out of over 14,000 under­
graduate students, a mere 688 
voted during this year’s SGA
elections.
Last year, voter turnout reached 
1,030, almost doubling that of 
2001.
Justiniano doesn’t  know what 
may have caused this year’s voting 
results to decrease.
“We had a larger committee this 
year than last year.”
Although, last year, there was 
more of a heated debate for SGA 
President as four people ran for the 
position. This year, the only con­
tested positions were that of Vice 
President and Treasurer.
This was the second year that 
the SGA used the University’s 
Electronic Voting System (ELVIS), 
as the sole means for voting.
Most of the votes, about 378, 
were cast during the first day of 
elections, following the trend of the 
previous year.
For the past seven years, begin­
ning in 1997, about 783, 775, 933, 
247, 1100, and 547 students voted 
in the respective election years.
Article compiled by Lillian M. Aleman 
(Managing Editor) and Shauna Foster 
(Assistant News Editor)
Arts and Entertainment: 11 Opinion: 1 7 _______________  Classifieds: 21
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MSA
Becomes 
Class I
Organization Needs 
Additional Money for 
More Programming
Shauna Foster 
Assistant News Editor
The Muslim * Student 
Association’s (MSA) wish to become 
a Class I Organization came true 
when they were granted a Class I 
charter at yesterday’s SGA meet­
ing.
The MSA, who has had a Class 
II charter for thè past six years, 
were delighted to finally take the 
next step to success.
We want to expand and make 
our organization multicultural,” 
said MSA President Mohamed 
Anwar Bin Umer, who has been 
with MSA for two years.
MSA felt that they didn’t  have a 
sufficient budget when they were a 
Class II organization. Next semes­
ter, their budget will be raised to 
approximately $8,000.
When the organization had a 
Class II charter, their budget was 
only around $1,000. MSA’s budget 
was on hold until March because of 
unpaid bills.
As a Class I organization, MSA 
feels that they are ready to stand 
on their own two feet.
“We want to do it ourselves. In 
a matter of weeks, we will have 
a comedian coming in from over­
seas,” graduate advisor to the MSA, 
Hakim Sanni said.
“The MSA has so many things 
going on, at least half more pro­
grams every two weeks,” said 
Morium Akhtar, MSA Vice 
President.
As far as fundraising is con­
cerned, Akhtar said, “We never 
charge money for any events. We 
ask members to chip in.”
Members of MSA, such as 
Secretary Yasmeen Sharif, believe 
that they have a lot to offer. “As col­
lege students, we should be respon­
sible enough to educate ourselves 
and others about what we hear 
everyday. Class II gave us limited 
time. We always take time to invite 
students to our events.”
MSA thinks that hard work pays 
off. For their accomplishments, 
they received an Outstanding 
Program Award in 2001.
SEE "MSA " PG 5
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The Police 
Report:
Thefts and Threats Disturb 
Red Hawk Diner
4/1/04 - A male MSU student reported to 
Police Headquarters about being struck 
by à vehicle in front of the Health and 
Wellness Center. The victim sought his 
own medical attention.
4/1/04 - An employee of the Physical 
Plant reported finding graffiti of a 
biased nature in the 1st floor bathroom 
in Mallory Hall. The offensive writings 
were removed.
3/31/04 - A vehicle that was parked in 
Lot 28 apparently slipped out of gear and 
hit a large rock in the lot. The vehicle 
sustained damage on the driver's side 
rear bumper.
3/31/04 - Officers responded to Fenwick 
Hall on an activated fire alarm. A resi­
dent who was burning candles set off 
the alarm.
3/31/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded 
to the Nova Rink of Floyd Hall Arena on 
a report of a juvenile male with a cut on 
his hand. The victim was transported to 
Mountainside Hospital.
MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 1
MSA: Archeologists & the 
Middle East, 5:30-8 p.m., SC 
Ratt
OSAU: Kolor Explosion
Board of Trustees Public 
Session, 4:30 p.m.
Effective Interviewing Skills 
Workshop, 10-11 a.m.
FRIDAY 2
RecBoard Meeting, 2:15-3:30 
p.m., Student Center Cafe B&C
SATURDAY 3
Have a good weekend!____ ~
SUNDAY 4
Happy Easter! ___________
MONDAY 5
Campus Crusades for Christ: 
Pizza for God, 3:30-5 p.m, SC 
417
La Unidad Latina Informational 
Session, 8 p.m., SC 419
Traditional Resume Preperation 
Workshop, 5:30-7 p.m.
Introduction to SIGI+
Workshop, 4-4:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 6
Wellness Fair & Blood Drive, 10 
a.m.-4 p.m., SC Ballrooms
Electronic Resume Workshop, 
3:30-4:30 p.m.
NASO: African Culture Night, 7 
p.m., SC Dining Room
Phi Sigma Pi: Movie Night, 8:30 
p.m., SC Commuter Lounge
Music: Junior Recital by Alija 
Sato, bass, 8 p.m., McEachem 
Recital Hall
Muslim World Series, 7 p.m, 
Dickson Hall
WEDNESDAY 7
SGA Student Legislature 
Session, 3 p.m.
Music: Recital by Dimitri 
Korneev, piano, 8 p.m., 
McEachern Recital Hall
SGA Notes
-MSA received a Class I 
Charter.
-Players received a Class I 
Charter.
-UAASO received a Class III 
Charter.
-Election results reported. 
*see page 1
-ISO 2002-05 Budget 
passed.
-ASSIST 2004-05 Budget 
passed.
Corrections
The Montclarion willingly 
corrects its factual errors. If 
you think that we've made a 
mistake in a story please call 
Editor-In-Chief Mike Cafaro 
at (973) 655-5230.
AD Rates
On-campus 
Full Page — $168.00 
Half Page — $105.00 
Quarter Page — $63.00 
Eighth Page — $32.00
Off-campus 
Full Page — $310.00 
Half Page — $200.00 
Quarter Page — $125.00 
Eighth Page — $80.00
Cassffieds
Up to 30 words — $10.00
Call 973-655-5237 
For More Information
Advertising Policy 
The Montclarion will not 
print advance for the political 
viewpoints and opinions of 
a specific group, or ads w ith  
excessive nudity or with  
excessive depictions of violence, 
according to local standards.
Deadlines
The deadline to submit 
advertisements to  The 
Montclarion is the M onday  
of the w eek  of publication.
Billing
The Montclarion is distributed 
on Thursdays and invoices and 
tearsheets are mailed the following 
Monday. Tearsheets for pre-paid 
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) 
days are given for payment after the 
insertion date, after which a 15 per­
cent finance charge is levied. After 
sixty (60) days, accounts are referred 
to an outside collection.
Local News COMPILED BY DENNIS ANDERSON
3/31/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded 
to Bohn Hall on a report of a female hav­
ing difficulty breathing. The victim was 
transported to Mountainside Hospital.
3/30/04 - An employee of the Red Hawk 
Diner reported receiving terroristic 
threats over the phone by a known 
male. The victim did not wish to sign a 
complaint.
3/30/04 - A female MSU student reported 
to Police Headquarters about the theft 
of her knapsack bag from the Panzer 
Gym.
3/30/04 - Officers responded to Science 
Hall on a reported water leak. The 
Physical Plant was notified to have 
someone respond to the scene.
MADISON — Police restricted 
access to the main campus of 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
after a student was shot and 
wounded during an “escalat­
ing confrontation” at a student 
dance, officials said Sunday. 
The student, hospitalized with 
an abdominal wound, was in 
serious condition at Morristown 
Memorial Hospital. Morris 
County Prosecutor Michael 
Rubbinaccio told reporters three 
people were stabbed and three 
others suffered other injuries, he 
said. None of the injuries were 
believed to be life-threatening.
Courtesy of cnn.com
CHERRYHILL—New Jersey’s 
senators are urging federal sci­
entists to determine whether eat­
ing mad cow-tainted meat could 
have caused a cluster of deaths 
from the fatal, brain-destroy­
ing disorder Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease among people linked 
to the defunct Garden State 
Racetrack. Their request follows 
reports by the Associated Press 
and other media organizations 
of a Cinnaminson accountant’s 
research into nearly 20 people 
who worked at or frequented the 
Cherry Hill racetrack between 
1988 and 1992. All died of 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, or 
neurological problems possibly 
caused by it, from 1995 until 
last month.
MONTCLAIR — Mayor Robert 
Russo delivered the news,
Saturday, that Michael Strahan, 
the NFL player with the seven- 
year $46 million contract was 
abandoning his infant candida­
cy for a $5,000-a-year Montclair 
council seat. Strahan, the 6-foot- 
5, 275-pound New York Giants 
defensive end announced just. 
four weeks ago his candidacy 
for an at-large council seat in his 
hometown of Montclair. In the 
weeks since Strahan announced 
his candidacy, the buzz around 
town had started to be that the 
candidate with the high-name 
recognition might be rethinking 
his bid.
3/29/04 - An employee of the Red Hawk 
Diner reported the theft of a sign from 
the diner.
3/29/04 - An officer responded to 
Fenwick Hall on a report of damage to 
exits signs on several floors in the build­
ing. The Physical Plant and fire marshall 
were notified.
3/29/04 - An officer responded to 
Dickson Hall on a report of suspicious 
activity. The area in question was 
inspected. All locks, door handles and 
windows were all secure. The contents 
in the area were not tampered with.
3/27/04 - A female MSU student 
responded to Police Headquarters to 
report that her sunroof on her vehicle 
was smashed while parked in Lot 27.
3/27/04 - Officers responded to Russ Hall 
on an activated fire alarm. A resident 
smoking in his room activated the smoke 
detector.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone atT-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
CICERO, NY — The body of a 
woman missing since 1990 was 
found stuffed inside a container 
at a rental storage unit, and 
authorities charged her then- 
boyfriend with murder. George 
W. Geddes Jr. was ordered held 
without bail Monday in the 
death of Margaret Reome, 31. 
Her badly decomposed body was 
found inside a container last 
week at a U-Haul Self Storage 
facility i n . Cicero, outside of 
Syracuse.
BROOKLAND, AK A police 
officer and four jailers were sus­
pended with pay for allegedly 
beating a man so severely that 
he had to be hospitalized. Terry 
O’Neil told authorities that 
police punched and shocked him 
with a stun gun several times at 
his home and jailers and depu­
ties kicked him in his head. His 
girlfriend, Dana McDaniel, also 
was shocked with a stun gun 
when she tried to help him, last 
Wednesday.
AUBURN, NY — Five school 
buses carrying 170 eighth-grad­
ers on a field trip crashed into 
each other Tuesday on a high­
way onramp, and 37 children 
and adults suffered minor inju­
ries, authorities said. The stu­
dents were on their way from 
Auburn to downtown Syracuse 
to see a play. Some of the 17 
adult chaperones complained of 
chest pains, and several of the 
eighth-graders suffered bloody 
noses.
LONDON, ENGLAND -  Julien 
Macdonald, the designer best 
known for squeezing starlets 
into barely there shimmering 
evening gowns, has given British 
Airways staff a style revamp. 
Macdonald has thrown out the 
old frumpy pleated floral skirt 
and Monday unveiled a new 
retro-style look for the airline’s 
workers, featuring slim line tai­
loring and a jaunty new hat. 
The style is reminiscent of the 
1950s stewardesses captured in 
the Hollywood film Catch Me i f  
You Can.
Courtesy of cnn.com
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL — Police 
have drawn up a list of 10 
employees as possible suspects 
in the poisoning deaths of more 
than 70 animals at the Sao 
Paulo Zoo, officials said Tuesday.
Between January 24 and March 
9, a total of 73 animals, includ­
ing golden lion tamarin mon­
keys, capuchin monkeys, tapirs, 
an elephant and an orangutan, 
were found dead at the zoo, one 
of the world’s largest.
MOSCOW, RUSSIA — 
Researcher Igor Sutyagin has 
been found guilty of espionage, 
in a case that raised fears of a 
resurgence of Soviet-style tac­
tics and alarmed the scientific 
community. Sutyagin, a scholar 
at Moscow’s respected USA and
Courtesy of cnn.com
Canada Institute, was jailed in 
October 1999 on charges he sold 
information on nuclear subma­
rines and missile warning sys­
tems to a British company that 
Russian investigators claim was 
a CIA cover. Human rights advo­
cates say the Federal Security 
Service, or FSB, the KGB’s main 
successor, is deeply suspicious 
of Russian scientists’ contacts 
with foreigners. They say that 
its agents have been emboldened 
by the rise of ex-KGB agent and 
FSB director Vladimir Putin to 
the presidency.
www.them ontclarion.0rg
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University Strikes it Big 
With NJ Transit Deal
Chris Peters I The M ontclarlon
The University and NJ Transit struck a deal last year that included over $1M, future train discounts, and advertising deals (as seen above.)
Roomate 
Scuffle 
Leads to 
Arrests
Lillian M. Aleman 
Managing Editor
Two Stone Hall roommates were arrest­
ed after a noisy, early morning altercation 
prompted calls to University Police on March 
27, said MSU Lieutenant Harry McKenzie.
The intoxicated students of room 221 in 
Stone Hall, Aakash J. Mehta, 18, ofMontville, 
and Michael S. Cemilli, 19, of Towaco, were 
charged with assault and domestic violence 
(because the two were roommates), said 
McKenzie.
“Someone heard a lot of noise and called 
the department. When the officers arrived 
at the scene, it appeared that they (Mehta 
and Cemilli) were involved in a physical 
altercation,” said McKenzie.
The two officers, who reported to the 
scene after a call at 5 a.m., found both men 
with minor scraps to the hands and arms, 
along with many small lacerations to the 
forehead.
Alana I. Capria 
Staff Writer
MSU will reap the rewards from the mil- 
lioh-dollar deal struck with NJ Transit for 
years to come.
In order to lease the land on Clove Road 
that is being used to build a parking deck and 
a train terminal, NJ Transit gave close to 
$1.3 million to MSU. Also, since 300 spaces 
were taken away from Lot 28 due to construc­
tion, an additional $300,000 was then given 
to MSU for those lost spaces. According to 
Senior Vice President for Administration, 
Harry P. Schuckel, the $300,000 was used to 
help upgrade the parking lots.
Though 300 spaces Were taken in Lot 28, 
those lost spaces are more than compensated 
with the new parking deck, which will have 
1,500 spots, said Schuckel.
Additionally stated in the deal, NJ Transit 
provided the University with a fleet of shuttle 
buses as payment for being able to build the 
parking deck and train terminal, which is 
expected to be completed by May.
“NJ Transit approached MSU and asked 
to build a parking deck and train terminal,” 
Schuckel said.
The Northern section of Lot 28 was-given 
to NJ Transit to provide the land for the ter­
minal and parking deck.
Students
Lillian M. Aleman 
Managing Editor
Three Clove Road residents were charged 
with criminal trespass after they entered 
their apartment when it was closed for spring 
break, MSU Lieutenant Harry McKenzie 
said.
Clove Road was closed during the week 
of March 18, but, Timothy J. Fox II, 22, of 
Howell, Danielle R. Picinich, 20, of Pinebrook 
and Bryan S. Lubliner, 20, of Fairlawn were 
found in Clove apartment 107A on March 18,
“The agreement is like a long-term lease,” 
said Schuckel.
NJ Transit has guaranteed that faculty' 
and students at‘MSU will receive a discount- 
at the parking deck. According to Schuckel, 
the initial discount will be a 30 percent dis­
count for the first three years of the parking 
deck’s existence.
From there on, the discount diminishes 
in percentage. The discount for the deck will 
be. 20 percent for 11 years. Provided that the 
parking deck makes a profit in the eighth 
year, NJ Transit will give MSU a total of 
$25,000. After year 11, there will be a 10 
percent discount.
The parking deck is open to both indi­
viduals who choose to use the train station 
and those who are just wishing to park on 
campus. It will provide rail access directly 
to and from Manhattan from the north end 
of campus.
“We are very excited about this deal 
because this allows for more access to other 
parts of New Jersey as well as to New York 
City. It will also assist students who are com­
ing to campus for extracurricular activities 
that take place at night,” Schuckel said.
The second part of the deal involves the 
new shuttle fleet that will be coming to 
the University by the end of the semester. 
MSU worked with political representatives
McKenzie said.
According to police reports, Fox made his 
way into the apartment by entering through 
the rear window.
He then allowed both Picinich and 
Lubliner to enter the room at 12:12 a.m.
“Because it was spring break, no one was 
allowed to be in there (Clove),” McKenzie 
said.
Notices were sent out Clove residents and 
the cylinders of the doors had been changed. 
Because of these factors, McKenzie said, 
“They should have known that they weren’t
in Washington DC in order to pay for the 
fleet and gain funding for the shuttles. MSU 
then received a $1 million grant provided 
that NJ Transit gave the buses used in the 
shuttle system. This was done due to the fact 
that , both Montclair State and New Jersey 
Transit are funded by the state of New 
Jersey. Initially, nine buses will be obtained.
A request for a proposal and bids were 
made by various companies to secure yet 
another grant. The grant, which is worth 
$750,000, will be used to buy six more shuttle 
buses from another shuttle company. The 
shuttles are expected to begin their runs 
come the Fall 2004 Semester.
According to Schuckel, MSU is grateful to 
its political representatives for helping with 
the funding. The fleet of new buses will be 
environmentally responsible, and easier to 
care for and handle around campus. There is 
hope that the buses will be able to be used to 
reach outlying communities. Bus routes may 
also be planned so that shopping areas are 
more accessible to students.
The new train station will be located 
across the street from the new Village at 
Little Falls and across the Boonton Line 
train tracks from Yogi Berra Stadium. The 
station will consist of an 800-foot center 
island and bus pickup and drop-off location 
in front of it.
suppose to go in there.”
The three were found after Roberta 
Garrett, the Director of the Clove Road 
Apartments, heard a loud noise and observed 
the screen window of 107A removed.
She then reported the incident to 
University Police.
When officers responded to the noise 
complaint at the rear of the 100’s, they found 
footprints on the fresh fallen snow, which 
lead them to the window.
The three students are a waiting a court 
date in the Little Falls Municipal Court.
“When the 
officers arrived 
at the scene, it 
appeared that 
they were involved 
in a physical 
altercation.”
Lt. Harry McKenzie,
University Police
The students were taken into police cus­
tody at 5:45 a.m. and were charged.
Bail was set at $2,500 each and both 
students were released on their own recogni­
zance.
According to McKenzie, both Mehta and 
Cemilli returned to their room after attend­
ing an off-campus party.
There had been a verbal altercation about 
shutting off the room lights, which then lead 
to the physical confrontation.
Mehta and Cemilli face a hearing at the 
Little Falls Municipal Court.
According to the University Code 
of Conduct, the Dean of Students or the 
Associate Director of Residence Life will ini­
tiate an investigation of the complaint that 
will involve interviewing all of the parties 
involved.
“Violations of Residence Life policies 
are formally documented by staff members 
and the incident report is then sent to the 
Residence Hall Director for initial review. 
Depending upon the severity of the incident 
and/or prior judicial history, the incident 
will be adjudicated by one of the following: 
SEE "FIGHT' PG 5
Caught Trespassing
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FIGHT
CONTINUED FROM PG. 3
ELECTIONS
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1
1) The Residence Hall Director, 2) The 
Residence Life Administrator, or 3) The 
Dean of Students.”
The Dean of Students or the Associate 
Director of Residence Life will then deter­
mine whether informal resolution, media­
tion, a Residence Life Disciplinary Hearty, 
or a Student Development and Campus Life
proved negative for CDS, but a “blunt (hol­
lowed out cigar) in a yellow bag,” was found.
-At 10:59 a.m., after Grace remained argu­
mentative with MSU officers, she was taken 
into police headquarters, read her rights and 
charged with being under the influence, dis­
orderly conduct and resisting arrest.
Bail was set at $5,000 and Grace was 
released on her own recognizance.
“The reason for the bail was because of 
the resisting arrest charge, which is a third 
degree crime...there was violence toward the
“MSA deserves to be a Class I 
Organization because they can educate the 
community,” said another member of MSA.
In the near future, MSA intends to con­
duct several activities, such as a multicultur­
al food festival, a recipe contest, a family day,
Disciplinary hearing is appropriate for the 
situation.
According to McKenzie, Residence Life 
would typically move one of the students 
who have been involved in a physical alter­
cation into another room. Residence Life 
was unavailable for comment regarding thé 
status of both Mehta and Cemilli.
officer,” McKenzie said.
Last year, there was a total of 16 drug 
abuse, violations.
According to the resident handbook, sale 
or use of marijuana and/or any other illegal 
substances or paraphernalia is prohibited.
“Students found to be using, selling or in 
possession of illegal narcotics will have their 
housing terminated and may face expulsion 
from the University,” read the handbook.
Residence Life was unavailable to com­
ment on the issue.
a sports festival, and a few other activities.
“We want to incorporate high school stu­
dents because we can learn from each other, 
and we can introduce them to MSU,” said 
another member of MSA after the organiza­
tion received their Class I charter.
Courtesy of the SGA
Matt Wilder won the position as SGA 
Treasurer with 364 votes.
every student who voted in this year’s elec­
tions,” said Hudnut.
“For an election where only two posts 
were contested on the ballot, a turn out of 
688, which is within the national average for 
state schools, is to be celebrated. Further, I 
am excited with results of the race for Vice 
President. By re-electing Vice President Ron 
Botelho in a clear majority, the students 
sent a strong message that they want the 
SGA to continue to head in the ‘Students for
Students’ direction. ”
Current Vice President Ron Botelho 
retained his position as Vice President with 
377 votes.
Candidate Veronica Nealis followed 
behind with 234 votes. There were 27 absten­
tions and eight write-ins were counted.
For Secretary, SGA Legislator Abigail 
Eleanor Gildersleeve received 525 votes, tak­
ing the majority of the votes. There were 72 
abstentions and 32 write-ins.
Legislator Matt Wilder won the posi­
tion as Treasurer with 364 votes. Legislator 
Killian Delos Santos came in second with 
228 votes. Four abstentions and 14 write-ins 
were tallied.
For the Justice Branch, Anthony Mennuti 
won with five votes. Candidates Brian Cross 
and Mike Stoppay tied with three votés. A 
total of 354 votes had no response, and 97 
votes were write-ins.
Board of Trustee Alternate candidate 
Kristen Shernoff won her position with 528 
votes. There were 91 abstentions and 33 
write-ins were counted.
Hudnut believes that SGA has great plans 
in store for MSU students.
“This time last year, I declared the first 
students’ administration,” Hudnut said.
“Now, we move into the second students’ 
administration. Ron and I, with the newly 
elected executive board, will continue to be 
smart about spending and keep the SGA 
focused on the welfare of the student body. 
The best is yet to come.”
MARIJUANA
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1
MSA
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1
B R O O K D  A  L E  this Sum m er—
o; We're Ready for
Summer 2004 Terms: 
Summer I: May 17- J une 28 
Rum m er II: June 7- August 16 
Summer III: Julÿ^SféAugust 16:
You! A
Great
Place
To
First day of open registration;, April 26 
Course Listing available NOWat vww.b^
Click on Terms & follow v, •)
"Search for Classes! directions. |  ¡B M M B
Start!
THE C O U N T Y  COLLEGE 
OF M O N M O U T H
COLLEGE
BROOKCALE
COMMUNITY
765 NEWMAN SPRINGS RD, 
LINCROFT NJ 07738-1597
For more information, ca ll 732-224-2345.
B R O O K D A LE IS A N  E Q U A L  
O P P O R T U N IT Y /A FFIR M A T IV E  
A C T IO N  IN STITU TIO N
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MOST M8U STUDENTS 
HAVE 0  - 4  DRINKS 
WHEN THEY GO OUT*
ACTUALLY. MOST 
STUDENTS LOOK 
OUT FOR 
THEMSELVES 
AND THEIR 
FRIENDS. 
HERE’S WHAT 
THEY DO:
That's just 
when they're 
broke!
THEY USE A 
DESIGNATED 
DRIVER AND..
THEY PACE DRINKS 
TO ONE OR FEW ER  
PER HOUR!
*Based on the Spring 2003 Core Alcohol &? Drug Survey. 
One drink = 12 oz. beer, 4 oz. wine or 1 oz liquor.
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITYjL|yr4 | j
WELLNESS ED ^
www.montclair.edu/wellness/wed
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
The S ta te  o f  L ea rn in g  in  N ew  J e rse y
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The Benefits of Massage Therapy
Alternative Techniques for Combatting Everyday Mental and Physical Stress
MASSAGETHERAPY.COM
James Carpentier 
Staff Writer
Athletes and non-athletes appreci­ate massage therapy not only as a helpful stress-reducer, but also for 
alleviating muscle and joint soreness and 
loosening tight muscles. Sports massage 
has become an integral part of profes­
sional sports, with many teams having 
their own massage therapist on staff.
According to Men’s Health magazine (Oct. 
1996), “The pros know there’s more to mas­
sage than just relaxing the muscles. It can 
also improve range of motion, speed muscle 
recoveiy, prevent overuse injuries, even soft­
en scar tissue from past injuries.”
• A Sports massage is generally a 
more localized deeper massage tech­
nique targeting specific areas of dis­
comfort such as a minor shoulder prob­
lem tha t lingers despite conventional 
treatm ents of ice applications and rest.
•ASwedish massage,less vigorous than 
sports massage, promotes relaxation and 
is a full-body massage, ra ther than focus­
ing on only one or two areas of the body.
A sports massage usually lasts 15 
minutes to half an hour -  concentrated
on one or more areas, while a Swedish 
massage generally lasts an hour.
Today, massage therapy not only ben­
efits athletes, it is a welcome addition in 
health clubs, as well as in chiropractic offic­
es, hospitals, nursing homes, and even in 
corporate buildings and shopping malls.
Medical facilities recognize the health 
benefits of massage therapy for enhanc­
ing circulation, improving back prob­
lems, a means of either energizing or 
relaxing the body, and, as mentioned 
earlier, relieving stress and anxiety.
Simply put, therapeutic massage is 
both physically and mentally reward­
ing. Sports massage can be effective in 
cases of tendonitis, muscle strains and 
ligament sprains -  physical maladies.
The more intense maSsage tech­
niques involved in a sports massage 
may be uncomfortable at first, espe­
cially around the injured area, but the 
pain gradually diminishes as massage 
spurs the healing process by breaking 
up scar tissue and bringing fresh blood 
and nutrien ts to the injured tissue.
And w h ile 'a  Swedish massage also 
improves circulation and has benefi­
cial physical attributes, lowered men­
ta l tension and a feeling of tranquil­
ity are among its noted characteristics.
Massages provide physical and mental stress relief, which affects almost every individual 
in a world filled with nine to fives. People now adapt it as a means of regular relaxation.
MASSAGETHERAPY.COM
Benefits of Stretching tion with regular exercise, can enhance
Stretching, just like massage thera- flexibility and recovery between work- 
py, benefits athletes and non-athletes, outs, sports practices and games. 
Whether you’re a sedentary office work- They also promote range of motion 
er, a football player, or a student cram- and circulation, reduce muscle ten- 
ming for a test in the library for several sion and jnental stress, and in some
“ Massage therapy and stretching are not only 
effective in sports and fitness programs, but, in 
conjunction with regular exercise, they can enhance 
flexibility and recovery between workouts, sports 
practices and games, reduce muscle tension and 
mental stress.”
hours, , stretching relieves muscle tension 
and stiffness, and promotes flexibility.
According to Michael J. Alter, author 
qf Sport Stretch (Leisure Press, 1990), 
“Flexibility is the ability to move muscles 
and joints through their full ranges of motion. 
Flexibility is developed by stretching.”
Tight, stiff muscles make you more 
prone to injuries such as muscle strains 
or joint sprains, and stretching can pre­
vent strains/sprains and also reduce an 
athlete’s or non-athlete’s risk of back 
problems, Alter adds.
The antidote is a good gentle stretch, 
preferably done after the muscles are 
warmed up (Alter says that “stretching 
is good only when you stretch properly”).
Note the word “gentle” since a bal­
listic or bounced stretch can cause 
injury. A gentle static stretch, held 
from 10 to 30 seconds, promotes flex­
ibility that enhances physical performance.
It also minimizes injury risk of pulls and 
tears associated with tight muscles, tendons 
and ligaments. Stretching after an intense 
workout, game or sports practice will also 
prevent muscle soreness the next day.
And, after the muscles are warmed 
up, stretching muscles before a workout 
or sports event reduces the chance for 
a strain to occur during say, a weight 
training session or in a basketball game.
For non-athletes, stretching can 
also eliminate lower back discomfort 
and stiff necks, shoulders and upper 
backs from prolonged sitting in cars, 
on the couch, or at your office desk.
Bob Anderson, who taught stretching to 
the New York Jets, Denver Broncos and Los 
Angeles Dodgers wrote a book appropri­
ately called Stretching back in 1980 (Shelter 
Publications, Inc.).
Anderson mentions that stretching pro­
motes circulation, reduces muscle tension and 
makes the body feel more relaxed, increases 
range of motion, and helps coordination 
by allowing freer and easier movement..
In summary, massage therapy and 
stretching are not only effective for sports 
and fitness programs, but, in conjunc-
cases, stimulate healing of both minor 
and/or chronic joint and muscle pain.
There are several books on stretch­
ing and the various techniques of mas­
sage therapy including Swedish mas­
sage, sports massage, foot massage 
(reflexology), and acupressure.
Contact professional massage asso­
ciations such as the American Massage 
Therapy Association or Associated 
Bodyworks and Massage Professionals 
(check online) for a licensed or certi­
fied massage therapist in your area.
Massage therapists are also 
employed by sports teams, chiroprac­
tors, medical facilities, and health clubs.
There are also books on self-mas- 
sage techniques -  just using your hands 
or a tennis ball, for instance to heal.
For back and shoulder stiffness and 
minor pain, with a tennis ball between the 
mat and placed along the muscles of the 
back (not on the spine) using your body- 
weight to press your back muscles against 
the tennis ball -  your own self-massage!
For minor shoulder problems,
he sideways on the mat and place the 
ball on tender areas of the shoulder.
For chronic conditions or linger­
ing deep pain in the shoulder or in
areas of the back, consult a physician 
first before attempting self-massage.
Active stretching is when you 
stretch yourself (there are many
books with illustrations and instruc­
tions on stretching areas of the body).
A full-body stretch (after you’ve warmed 
up first) can be done by hanging from a 
chin up bar or lying on your back on a car­
pet or mat and simultaneously extending 
your legs and arms for 10 to 30 seconds.
A passive stretch is when a team­
mate, partner or health and fitness pro­
fessional such as an athletic trdiner, or 
a physical therapist, chiropractor, mas­
sage therapist, strength and conditioning 
coach, or personal trainer stretches you.
J. Carpentier is a Certihed Strength & Conditioning 
Specialist and a Certihed Massage Therapist.
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Perennial Break-Up Anxieties
Two Years and No Sex Does Not Make Her a Happy Camper
Dear G.M.,
I'm starting to get worried. I can't 
hold a relationship for more than three 
months. I have no problem starting a 
relationship, but after a couple of months, 
they all end abruptly. Do you think this is 
my fault? What could I be doing wrong?
~K.M.~
This is a problem that many people face 
before they can break the ‘curse’. Long 
term relationships are very easy for some 
people and extremely difficult for others.
Honestly, it really comes down to the 
two people who are conducting the rela­
tionship and the way in which they choose 
to deal with problems and circumstances.
“ You may think that 
you have been in 
several com mitted 
relationships, but the 
guys you’ve been dating 
may not have thought the 
same. Perhaps this is 
where the abrupt ending 
comes into play. ”
Years ago, dating was a total­
ly different experience. People were 
more apt “to go steady” as it was 
called back then, than we are today.
Dating has become a very casu­
al experience. It’s hard to decipher 
what stage of a relationship you’re, in 
with all the codes and labels that are 
placed on different segments of dating 
today. Perhaps this is your problem.
You may think th a t you have 
been in several committed relation­
ships, but the guys you’ve been dat­
ing may not have thought the same.
Perhaps this is where the abrupt end­
ing comes.into play. If they didn’t  feel they 
were in a lull fledged relationship with 
you, then they probably had no reason to 
go ahead and make the break very smooth.
If this isn’t  the case, then perhaps you are 
justdealingwiththewrongkindofmen. Take 
into account where you meet these guys.
If it’s a t bars or clubs, then perhaps 
your chances for a 
serious rela­
tionship are 
l o w e r e d  
righ t off 
the  bat.
Be conscious 
of the kind of guys 
you’re getting involved with.
If they seem like the super 
smooth player type, then other 
women may easily distract them.
You’re placing a lot of blame on your­
self. Try not to do that. I t’s hard for 
some people to have long term relation­
ships, and it may be a lot harder today 
than it was when our parents were dating.
So, unless you are seriously inclined 
toward destructive relationship behavior, 
like being controlling or overly clingy, I 
think you should stop beating yourself up. 
As cliché as it sounds, you do have to kiss
J jw e ,
GET INTO IT. QUICKLY.^
Special financing and $500 rebate available for college grads**
, Come experience] 
Ove I 30 accessor tes;
Visit scion.coi
; Valid at your locai.N
m AWf. WCxt&hszm corami, am*'V' ' ' ' w',
■ B i l l »  ymvtiK ■  1
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find a dealer near you.
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a lot of frogs before you find your prince.
Dear G.M.,
My boyfriend is very religious and 
wants to abstain from sex until marriage. 
We've been dating for two years, and 
honestly, I can't take it anymore. It doesn't 
seem to bother him; it's like he has no sex 
drive. I'm going out of my mind. Am I 
just being selfish or do I have a reason 
to feel the way I do? What should I do?
~C.G.~
By nature, we are all sexual human 
beings for the most part, so you shouldn’t 
feel guilty about having sexual
desires that are just a 
■9  little too overpowering
•  at this point in time.
Two years is a 
long time to be in a 
relationship, and 
—- , . if your religious
H r a g  * y  convictions don’t
match your boy­
friend’s, then this 
makes it 10 times 
harder for you. 
Your boyfriend 
is doing a very com­
mendable thing.
It’s a great choice 
f o r  people who have a very
strong commitment to their religion.
If he was honest with you from the 
beginning about his abstinence, then you 
have to take into consideration the rea­
sons why you made the choice to be with
him in the ■  B | ^  first place.
You m ust . h a v e
seen something extraordinary
in him to have been in a relationship for two 
years. If you’ve been all right with it for the 
past two years, what is the sudden change?
If your sexual desire for him has grown 
so much that you just can’t  control yourself 
any longer, then you need to talk to him.
Chances are that he’s not going to com­
promise his beliefs for you. He obviously 
has very strong convictions, and you really 
shouldn’t  try  to persuade him against 
them. That will only backfire in your face.
So now, you have to make some choic­
es. If you can stick it out for a few 
more years, then you should stay with 
him. In the end, however long it may 
take, you will get sexual satisfaction.
If you feel that this isn’t  fair to you 
and tha t you are compromising your 
needs far too much, then you’ll have 
to make your decision from there.
If the wait to marriage is just too 
long, then you’ll have to say farewell.
I'm here to answer your questions. If you have 
dilemmas like the ones above, I am at your ser­
vice. Just e-mail me at Montfeature@yahoo. 
com with the title attention G.M. Grosso. I 
look forward to hearing from you.
North Jersey Cent» For 
Reproductive 
Endocrinology And 
Fertility
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE 
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER. .
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00. f>
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973) 470-0303 
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303
FAX - 973-916-0488
www.themontclarion.org
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Before You Give Up, Read This
Recovering From Life’s Setbacks and Staying Focused on Your Objectives
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D.
Department o f HPPERLS
We’ve all failed. The difference is some people make their failures permanent while others make their 
failures temporary. There’s one little word 
that can transform your permanent failures 
into temporary ones. This word is: “Yet.” 
When you say, “1 can’t do it,” that’s perma­
nent failure.
When you say, “I can’t do it yet,” that’s tem-
zyworld.COM
If certain people had given up on their goals, the world as we know it 
would certainly be a darker place to live in.
porary failure.
On your road to success, you’ll meet a lot of 
failure. See these failures for what they really 
are — TEMPORARY INCONVENIENCES. 
They are just detours along the way 
The great inventor Thomas Edison had this 
“yet” mindset.
A journalist once asked Edison how he 
dealt with the 3,000 failures he had before he 
invented the light bulb.
"Edison replied, “I didn’t fail 3,000 times; 
I learned 3,000 ways how not to invent the 
light bulb.”
Edison knew that 
there really wasn’t 
any failure — just 
feedback.
When you have 
the “I-can’t-do-it” 
attitude, you’re 
slamming the door 
shut on your future 
success.
When you have 
an Edison-like “I- 
can’t-do-it yet” atti­
tude, you’re open­
ing the door to all 
your possibilities, 
all your opportuni­
ties and all your 
potential.
Using the word 
“yet” 'means you 
know that as soon 
as you discover the 
right strategy, you 
will succeed. All 
you have to do is
UNIVERSITY
Summer
Sessions
Summer never 
looked better.
Earn credit, polish your skills and 
broaden your horizons with a 
summer class at St. John's.
• A wide range of undergraduate and graduate 
courses taught by acclaimed professors
• Flexible schedule
• Small classes
• Conveniently located Queens campus
• World-class facilities
Pre-Session 
May 12-17 
Session I 
May 26-Jurte 30 
Session It 
July 6-August 9
Post Session 
August 11-21 . 
Weekend Session 
May 21-August 21
For more information and course listings, 
visit us at www.stjohns.edu/summer or call our 
Summer Session Office, at {718} 990-1601.
“ W hen you have the ‘I-can’t-do-it’ attitude, you’re 
slam m ing the door shut on your future success. 
When you have an Edison-like “I-can’t-do-it-yet’ at­
titude, you’re opening the door... »
to hang on until you catch on.
Try this: Pick one area of your life where 
you’ve already given up. Whenever you think 
of it, you say to yourself, “I can’t do it.”
Now make one small change — add the 
magic little word “yet.”
Notice how there’s a different emphasis 
and energy when you say, “I can’t do it . . . 
yet.”
You’ve changed a permanent failure into a 
delayed success.
You’ve heard the old saying, “If at first you 
don’t  succeed — try, try, try again.”
Let’s adapt this to the “yet” mindset: “If at 
first you don’t succeed — try, try, try another 
way.
If you haven’t succeeded yet, it’s because 
you haven’t found the right strategy yet.
Using this little word will help you develop 
the mindset of being unstoppable. When you 
start thinking this way, you’ll start making 
the “impossible” — possible!
N ot m otivated yet?  — call Dr. G ilbert’s 
Success H otline a t 973-743-4690.
Photos Portraying 
Womanhood a Hit
Briana Cox, M.A. 
CAPS £xtern
Over one thousand people partici­pated in Montclair State’s Body Acceptance Week in February. Of 
the many events that were held to increase 
healthy body image, Frank Cordelle’s 
Century Project was among the most popu­
lar to students, faculty, staff and mem­
bers of the community. The project is a 
collection of photographs of women pos­
ing nude at every stage of the life cycle.
Mr. Cordelle’s exhibit challenges the 
media’s standard of women whom are 
often depicted as excessively thin, tall, 
and flawless. Alternatively, the exhibit 
shows women as most of the population 
experiences them. His subjects are over­
weight and underweight, young and old, 
healthy and disabled. There
are a variety of women suffering from 
eating disorders, breast cancer, physical 
and sexual abuse, as well as pictures show­
ing the female body in natural states of 
good health, pregnancy, and menstruation.
What is salient about this work is that it 
marks areal differenceffomhowour culture is 
used to seeing women in print and on screen. 
The media standard of the ideal female body 
can be dangerous to the self-esteem ofwomen 
who do not meet the established criteria, and 
99 percent ofwomen in this country do not.
Studies have found a direct effect 
between media exposure and eating disor­
der symptoms in samples of undergraduate 
women (Stice, Shupak-Neurberg, Shaw and 
Stein, 1994, from the Journal o f Abnormal 
Psychology).
In this study, the more the participants 
were exposed to the media’s standard of 
the ideal woman, the more likely they 
were to exhibit eating disorder symptoms.
Many other studies published in pre­
miere journals support these f in d in gs. With 
strong evidence that the media influences 
how individuals, particularly college-aged 
women, think and feel about their bodies, 
Mr. Cordelle’s work is exceptionally rel­
evant to students here at Montclair State. 
While many people do not meet the cri­
teria to qualify as having an eating
disorder, maintaining healthy eating habits 
can also be difficult on a college campus 
A few nutritional tips are suggested for 
students who live both on- and off-campus
Make time for meals, and pack snacks 
When it is not possible to eat three 
meals a day, bring healthy snacks like fruit 
or granola to avoid the temptation to snack 
on whatever is available in the closest 
vending machine.
Balance your meals with 
the appropriate nutrients 
i To find out more information about the 
fourbasicfoodgroupsandleamthefoodguide 
pyramid, check out the National Agriculture 
Library on the web or go directly to www. 
nal.usda.gov/fnic/index.html. Challenge 
yourself to work at least three of the major 
food groups into your daily allowance,
Got milk?
There is a good amount of data that 
suggests that milk, an important source 
of calcium has life long health benefits 
New studies are even showing that milk 
can be an important tool in weight loss,
Stay hydrated
Drinking water does wonders for the body, 
and is important to the body’s organs, includ­
ing the skin. Dehydration can make people 
feel lethargic, nauseous, and in severe cases 
confused. Like milk, it does a body good.
Size does matter
Make sure the proportion of food you 
are eating is appropriate to your body 
size and activity level. Do not feel like 
you have to eat all of the food on your 
plate, especially in restaurants where hav­
ing so much food on the plate can lead 
to feelings that it must be eaten. At the 
dining hall, take a smaller portion and 
if you are still hungry go back for more.
If you or someone you care about seems 
to be experiencing eating disordered 
symptoms or would like learn more about 
healthy eating, CAPS offers free screenings.
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Career Fair Held at Montclair State
As Job Market Declinesf Students Take Steps Towards Employment Goals
Reginald Madang 
Staff Writer
Eventually you will have to go to one of these types of events in order to jump start your career. Essentials: 
a professional binder (preferably leather, for 
that sleek look); your resume; professional 
clothing (especially shoes that will be com­
fortable while you make “the rounds”); and 
a lasting impression. Let the job hunt begin!
The Career Development Center spon­
sored its annual Career Fair last thurs- 
day. Held inside the Student Center 
Ballrooms, students (ranging from tradi­
tional to non-traditional, undergraduate 
to graduate) had the opportunity to build 
their relations with the numerous compa­
nies and organizations that participated.
An assortment of fields was represent­
ed within the event, offering many pos­
sibilities for a student to have in mak­
ing a connection from their classroom 
studies and real world experience.
Jeannine Parisi (Employer Relations 
Coordinator, the person who contacted all of 
the companies and organizations to partici­
pate in the fair) and many of her colleagues 
from Career Development coordinated the
event.- “I think it is really important for 
employers to gain visibility on campus, for 
students to gain relationships with them.
“ Among the long list 
of com panies that 
attended the fair were 
E r n sts  Young, American 
Expresss Financial 
Advisors, Rotenberg 
Merl Solmon Bertiger & 
Guttila...”
This is a ‘meet;and-greet’ networking 
event. I think it is really important for 
students to come to these kinds of events as 
well as employers.” Parisi said. Reminiscing 
back to her collegiate years, Parisi noted 
that she “attended two of her college’s career
The Things We Hate
Kim Harwell and Ellen Henderson 
KRT Campus
Most of the time we’re thinking about the things we like. How about the things that don’t appeal to us what so ever? Here are some popular dislikes:
Jennifer Love Hewitt
Why is this woman famous? She can’t act 
(witness her wooden performances in the 
I Know What You Did Last Summer mov­
ies), she certainly can’t  sing (stay far, far 
away from her thin cover of “Me and Bobby 
McGee”) and she’s not even all that nice to
“ In The Late Show with 
Craig Kilbom  - once 
upon a tim e when he was 
host of The Daily Show, 
we actually liked Kilby. 
Then we went to see a live 
taping of the Comedy 
Central show... I
look at.
Not to say she’s unattractive, but we’re 
talking Hollywood standards here, and 
Hewitt’s pointy chin and insipid smile just 
don’t make the grade. Then there’s her 
apparent obsession with Audrey Hepburn 
-  she starred in the 2000 TV movie The 
Audrey Hepburn Story, and now she’s set 
to play an Audrey-crazy fan in 2004’s Why 
Can’t I Be Audrey Hepburn -  which makes 
us long to point out the obvious: Jennifer, 
you’re no Audrey.
on the scene, we’ll let it take the brunt of our 
hostility.
We could say we hate Zima and its ilk 
because we think these fruity, fizzy beer sub­
stitutes are just a way for liquor companies 
to lure in younger drinkers who don’t  really 
like the taste of beer or wine: Or we could 
tell you the real reason we hate these cloying 
“malternatives”: They taste terrible.
Metamucil
So it’s 2004. We can build a car that gets 
60 miles to the gallon, we can land a space­
ship on the surface of Mars but we can’t 
make a liquid fiber supplement that doesn’t 
feel like drinking a glass of coagulated pond 
slime?
Sure, we could munch on a Metamucil 
wafer, but does anyone really relish the 
thought of eating a laxative cookie? 
Sugar-free orange-flavored Metamucil has 
long been a boon to those colonically-chal- 
lenged folks trying to lose weight (and if 
anyone needs a little daily fiber therapy, it’s 
those of us on a low-carb diet), but the gloopy, 
gelatinous texture is enough to make us take 
our chances with Old Man Irregularity.
The Late Late Show with Craig Kilborn
Once upon a time, when he was host of 
The Daily Show, we actually liked Kilby. 
Then we went to see a live taping of the 
Comedy Central show and, after watching 
the talking head incessantly primp and 
preen between takes, we realized that his 
vain smarminess isn’t  an act.
He is, in fact, just that smug and, as 
quickly proved by the divine Jon Stewart, 
not all that funny. As for the snooze-induc­
ing “The Late Late Show” and its roster 
of “celebrity” guests (Arsenio Hall? Steven 
Baldwin? Kevin Sorbo?), all we can say 
is, “Congratulations, Craiggers - you make 
Jimmy Kimmel look like a bona fide late 
night player.”
Zima
_ . . © 2004, The Dallas Morning News.
Our revulsion isnt reserved for just Zima; Visit The Dallas Morning News on the 
we re also disgusted by Smirnoff Ice, Mike s World Wide Web at http://www.dallasnews. 
Hard Lemonade and all the similar alcopops com/. Distributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune 
on the market, but since Zima was the first Information Services.
fairs, and they were excellent opportunities.
About 80 percent of jobs are filled 
by “word of mouth’, which makes net­
working so important. It isn’t who 
you know, but who you get to know.” 
Among the long fist of companies that 
attended the fair were Ernst & Young, 
American Express Financial Advisors, 
Rotenberg Meril Solomon Bertiger & 
Guttilla, the Peace Corps, and the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration.
The reaction from Ann Dela Rosa, 
the store manager of the Elmwood Park 
Walgreens, about the fair was, “impres­
sive. Being that this is the first time 
[Tm] in this campus, I am impressed by 
the students who had come to the table. 
They are prepared and highly professional.” 
Nick Iannitelli, alumnus of MSU Class 
of 1999, is a partner of NY Life. He, along 
with a colleague from NY Life, presented 
students interested in their company with 
an outline of what their company is about 
and the positions that are available, which 
is the main topic for all of the compa­
nies and organizations that participated.
Being a seasoned pro, participating for 
the past four years, he has hired seven rep­
resentatives from MSU. Iannitelh stated,
“I always look for one good representative. 
Those who have good communication skills, 
being well-rounded, ambitious, and hard 
Work are whom I consider to be good repre­
sentatives. Generally speaking, Montclair 
State students have all of these attributes.”
Students who participated in the 
fair voiced their opinion on how use­
ful the Career Fair was in their search.
Sophomore business major Wanqi Yu 
said, “Instead of writing 100 resumes and 
sending them out through snail mail, a 
person can hand it to the person whom 
you might be interviewing down the 
road as well as make a lasting impres­
sion to prospective employers.” Freshman 
Franchelle Paragas stated, “Being unde­
clared, this gives me the opportunity to 
view jobs amongst an assortment of fields.”
Over 50 companies and organiza­
tions participated in this year’s Career 
Fair. New beginnings and profes­
sional relationships might have started 
with just one step into the Ballrooms.
To find out if you can jump start your 
career, you will have to wait until next 
year when it comes again, .bringing along 
with it more companies and new employ- 
ees with it, one of which could be you.
You. w i l l  f a c e  m an y  oVia.1 i e n g s a  
t e a c h i n g  youar c l a s s  t o  r e a d .  
A s s u m in g  y o u  o v e rc o m e  t i r e  c h a l l e n g e  
....o f  n o t  l i a w in g  a n y  "books.
,^****ir P EA C E  CORPS
t l i l l i n g  " t o  g o  % o  r tu l : .H c i v  f a r
yrww ■ peacecorpiS. gov
d ii'f'o r r rc a •?
1-800 -4 24-S580
Summer Classes
at Ocean County College
Get ahead with credits that 
transfer back to your college
Classes at the Toms R iver. 
Campus and the Southern 
Education Center in Manahawkin
First Five Week Session. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . May 17-June 22
Second Five Week Session. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . June 23-July 28
Ten Week Sessioflrm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... May 17-July 28
Twelve Week S e l f j | ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... May 17-August 4
Six Week Session M p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 23-July 28
Post Session .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . August 2-August 25
Check out the schedule orine at
www.ocean.edi!
orcallusat732.2SS.ilO O
O c e a n
Count)' College
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Working G ets Promoted at MSU
É lilllI
HH'Sus.eSpidei
■  L  Howard Fôx Stucco Theater
Disha Harjani 
Assistant Feature Editor
After a non-stop 10-day routine, the Montclair State University Theatre Department has wrapped up what the 
audience calls, “An up-beat, heart wanning 
production” of Working: The Musical. Set in 
the L. Howard Fox Theatre, this play won the 
hearts of all who have tasted the tartness of 
working in this country. Actors played the 
characteristics of a mason, mill worker, teach­
er, homemaker, firefighter, house cleaner, rich 
businessman, joumalist-tumed-drug addict, 
and many more.
With a cast of about 20 people and charac­
ters that were almost double the amount, the 
audience witnessed what is a recurring tactic 
in most MSU productions -  actors playing 
more than one role. For the actor, that meant 
learning twice as many songs and mono­
courtesy of public Information
Working earns a hard earned appraise at MSU last week at the L. Howard Fox Theater.
logues. Despite that, they did a wonderful job 
of portraying two different characters when 
it came to representing one from a different 
work background.
The play was directed and choreographed 
by Susan Spiedel, who has staged produc­
tions of Little Shop o f Horrors, Hair, Man 
o f La Mancha, Fiddler on the Roof, Bye Bye
Birdie, The Fantasticks, and many more. Her 
production of A Little Night Music was named 
best musical production of the year in 2001. 
She herself has appeared as a soloist with the 
Key West Pops, the Seattle Symphony, and 
the Portland Symphony Orchestra. She has 
performed her one-woman cabaret show The 
Best Part o f My Life in various cabarets in 
New York City and throughout the northeast. 
Well, at least now we know why the singing 
in Working: The Musical was exceptionally 
flawless. Everyone who attended the show 
raved about Spiedel’s casting. Actors got 
about two minutes to sing and a minute to 
perform their monologues during the audi­
tions for this show. You would wonder how a 
director is supposed to make the right, choice 
by being a spectator for only such a short 
amount of time. Props to Spiedel, whose 
choice of characters made the show even 
more real.
Eric Diamond, Chair of the Department 
of Theatre and Dance, accompanied Spiedel 
in the crew as the Musical Director of the 
show. Assisting him on the electric piano and 
percussion were Tim Herman and Pamela 
Whitehead.
SEE ‘‘WORKING” ON P. 14
Ozzfest 2004 Grants 
Fans Best Line Up Yet
Lisa Panzariello 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
It’s that time of year again, metalheads. Ozzy Osbourne is gearing up once again for the 8th annual Ozzfest, which probably 
has the most brutal bands to date, finally.
Not that the previous tours have left fans 
falling asleep with an ice-cold beer in their 
hands at 10 a.m., but they’ve just been weak, 
so to speak.
Ozzy of course is headling as expected, but 
the best part are his supporting acts which 
are just so heavy, ears are bleeding from 
the future noise. Judas Priest returns with 
original singer, Rob Halford, everyone’s favor­
ite Satanists, Slayer, Black Metal bashers, 
Dimmu Borgir, Ozzfest regulars, Black Label 
Society and Phil Anselmo’s Supeijoint Ritual 
will be featured on the first stage.
To wake fans up as they’re taking in the 
scolding hot sun, reach for a cold three-dollar 
bottle of water, or an even more expensive 
beer and walk to where you hear the loud 
pouncing drums and insane guitars because 
the second stage will indeed cool you down.
Devildriver, Otep, God Forbid, Unearth, 
Everytime I Die, Lacuna Coil, Bleeding 
Through, Atreyu, Lamb ofGod,Hatebreed 
and Slipknot will be on the second 
stage.
If you’re a diehard fan, this 
is certainly the 
tour your
hard earned 
-m o n e  y 
should be 
spent on.
The line up is so perfect it makes 
every metalers kiss Sharon Osbourne for 
thinking of such a superb tour.
Honestly, we have Jack to thank for that 
since he keeps his parents up to date on all the 
bands. So, Jack Osbourne, thanks on behalf of
all fans.
My mouth is just watering thinking of 
seeing Judas Priest, the real Judas Priest 
and not pseudo Priest with that Ripper 
Owens guy either. I’m not saying any 
thing negative about the guy, but he’s no 
Rob Halford, let’s face it. All I’m saying is
“My mouth is just 
watering thinking of 
seeing Judas Priest, the 
real Judas Priest and 
not the pseudo Judas 
Priest with that Ripper 
Owens guy. I’m not saying 
anything negative about 
the guy, but he’s no Rob 
Halford, let’s face it.”
that I think Ripper Owens should 
think about starting his own 
band instead of becoming lead 
singers of oth- 
< ers. He’s 
f i t  4 % I t  currently 
¿ U i l f c l  the lead 
singer of 
Iced Earth, 
which doesn’t  surprise me or 
probably any other metal head. 
Whatever, as long as Judas is back in 
business and ready to rock the hardest way 
possible it will put a smile on my face.
SEE “OZZFEST” ON P. 13
Prince and Me 
Lacks Chemistry
William Anthony King 
Staff Writer
J ulia Stiles stars in The Prince & Me, a new romantic comedy in which she finds true love under the most unlikely 
circumstances. Stiles stars as Paige Morgan, 
a young and ambitious pre-med student from 
Wisconsin. Unlike her other friends that 
are deeply committed in relationships, Paige 
maintains her focus on becoming a doctor and 
letting love find her in the future.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the world 
in Denmark, Prince Edward, played by Luke 
Mably, is a hot commodity in the public eye 
due to his wild antics showcasing his party 
life. Along with being popular in the press, 
Prince. Edward is about to replace his father 
as the King of Denmark.
In searching for some excitement in his 
life, he catches an advertisement on televi­
sion for the College Girls Gone Wild in 
Wisconsin DVD.
In seeing the commercial, Edward tells his 
parents that he wants to travel to America to 
attend college in Wisconsin.
His parents, King Harrald (James Fox) 
and Queen Rosalind (Miranda Richardson) 
disagree with him, but Edward tells him that 
he will go regardless of what they say.
Prince Edward takes along his servant 
Soren, played by Ben Miller, to America and 
begins his search for wild college girls at a 
local university in Wisconsin. Prince Edward 
hides his identity by going under the name 
“Eddie” and meets Paige (Stiles). Paige was 
exactly the opposite of what Eddie was look­
ing for. Eddie becomes smitten with her and 
goes through crazy circumstances to be a part 
of her life.
Through Eddie’s attempts of faying to get 
her, Paige eventually becomes interested 
and falls in love with him until his royal past 
SEE “PRINCE” ON P. 14
courtesy of yahoomovies.com 
A Prince and a med student from Wisconsin fall in love in this modern day Coming To America.
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Hung 
Bangs
Kadijah Basir
|  A ssistan t Arts and Entertainment 
Editor
She Bangs, She Bangs!’ Probably the best words ever uttered put of the 
mouth ofWilliam Hung.
He didn’t know from what 
the judges of American Idol told 
him, but he was going to be 
a superstar. To best describe 
William is to call him a reject 
turned ruler.
Just hearing him sing under 
normal circumstances would 
have people storming out the 
door, covering their ears, while 
screaming “help me mother of 
GOD,!’ all at the same time. But 
because of his genuine sincer­
ity, utter naivety, and Charlie 
Brown / Urkel appeal, he’s a 
sure hit on the third season of 
American Idol.
Sure he doesn’t  have that 
velvet smooth voice of Reuben, 
or the belting ballads of Clay 
Aiken, but what he does have is 
spunk. Ever since his air on the
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Idol, we just can’t  get enough of 
his this young man. He is just 
so hot right now that he is con­
stantly on heavy rotation. His 
hit single “She Bangs,” has been 
mixed to many different beats, 
from last week’s Entertainer 
Usher’s “Yeah”, to Outkast’s 
“Hey Ya!” to the Darkness’s “I 
Believe”.What makes Hung 
such a starlet is his grace and 
humbleness you see on every 
interview or appearance he 
makes.
It is easy to look and see that 
he is just simply being sincere 
and wants to do something that 
he enjoys, even if it sounds like a 
train skating off its tracks. That 
is part of his charm.
The music industry could 
learn a lesson or two from this 
scintillating character.
He has been taking lessons, 
working on his voice and sig­
nature dance moves and even 
making some concert dates to 
perform on ZlOO’s Zootopia and 
other venues. Ladies, he is 
totally open and single, but be 
careful because he is not one of 
those love em’ and live em’ types 
-  he is there for the long haul. I 
think Hung is an inspiration to 
all. He had a dream and made 
it possible by completely being 
himself. Hung should hold on 
to his 15 minutes of fame, who 
knows what it will lead to. First 
an American Idol, next the 
world," Muahaha!! ...Or lets just 
cah him the ENTERTAINER 
OF THE WEEK!
CSI Rules Supreme Ratings
Crime Series Spooks Fans; An Obvious Hit for CBS
A “/ \  Y
1 1 h
Jennifer Beck 
Staff Writer
man is walking his dog down a Las 
Vegas street at night, annoyed because 
e is missing his favorite TV show for
meet the Crime Scene Investigators that 
solve the seemingly unsolvable crimes with 
only a hair sample and some fingerprints.
American audiences are fascinated by 
crime, so it’s obvious why CSI is ranked
courtesy of csl/ub i.lt
CBS wins acclaim with the success of CSI Crime Scene Investigation, a cliff- hanging show that airs 
on Thursday nights.
man’s best friend, when suddenly his dog 
begins to sniff something off to the side.
The man looks down and is face to face 
with a dead and mutilated body. The teaser 
has the audience hooked even before they
number one in the Neilson ratings just about 
every week.
The show deals with everything from 
finding the dead body, looking for evidence, 
interrogating witnesses, and making arrests.
But the best part is that all of the evidence 
against a suspect is scientific. They check 
DNA samples, trace evidence and so much 
more without relying on the always-shaky 
eyewitness testimony.
“ American audiences 
are fascinated by crime, 
so it’s obvious why CSI 
is ranked number one in 
the Neilsen ratings just 
about every week, i
William Peterson stars as Gil Grissom, the 
head of CSI who’s a true scientist at heart. 
Peterson, who is best know for his starring 
role in the small movie Manhunt which was 
later remade as Red Dragon, brings a cool 
conservative atmosphere to the show.
He is the standard of a CSI, seeing evi­
dence that no one thought was there and 
using it to arrest the bad guys.
Marg Helgenberger plays Catherine 
Willows, the tough second in command. A 
single mother of one, Willows worked her 
way through school as a stripper and knows 
the ropes at the casinos.
Helgenberger not only looks stunning for 
her age, but plays Willows as a stonewall 
modem day detective.
She shows no mercy when interrogating 
SEE “CSI” ON P. 14
Tape Recording Morrie 
Ruled the Ratt Last Week
D o r e e n  C a m p b e ll  
Staff Writer
E very other Thursday night MSU’s own A.S.S.I.S.T. organization opens the doors to the Rathskeller in the 
late evening hour for a night of poetry, music, 
monologues, and of course, the main attrac­
tion, which is coffee! Through the organiza­
tions’ generous hands it has raised money 
for a wide variety of charities, and causes. 
Last week the biweekly Coffee house kicked 
off the night with a performance by a new 
local band that goes by the name of Tape 
Recording Morrie. This band, although new, 
is not a stranger to the A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffee
courtesy of purevolume.com
Tape Recording Morrie, above, playing their ecclectic music style at an intimate setting in New Jersey.
“This band, although  
new, is not a stranger 
to the A.S.S.I.S.T Coffee 
House. This was their 
second tim e to play a full 
set to the MSU crowd.”
House. This was their second time to play a 
lull set to the MSU crowd. The music that 
this band makes definitely creates a very 
chill atmosphere for its listeners. The key
to this is the eclectic nature of it all. Tape 
Recording Morrie, which has (you counted it) 
four singers, also includes jam band style gui­
tars, fused with punk style drums, keyboard, 
funky bass, and cello.
Besides the actual nature of the music, 
each song in their set shows a completely 
different side of the band than the last.
This band could start off a show with 
an acoustic number, fall into some funky 
song with three part harmonies, and finish 
off with a catchy sing along number, and it 
would not surprise me. Instead of being a 
weakness, the variety of the band is one of 
their greatest strengths.
The former sax player started Tape 
Recording Morrie in hopes to create some­
thing that was not only fun, but reflected 
real life experiences and emotion. With a 
great amount of love for the acoustic guitar 
the 21-year-old, who displays a tattoo of his 
idol John Lennon on his forearm, brought his 
ideas for a the band together with his musi­
cian friends. This is when Mike Aiello (gui- 
tar/vocals), and Tom Francavilla (bass/vocals) 
joined up with Aiello.
From there, the line up grew to include 
Craig Smith (keyboards/vocals) to add some 
chords over the guitars and Joey O’Rourke 
(drums) to add a beat to the band. When one 
would think the band was complete, Mike/s 
friend Los, who had moved to Hawaii, came 
back to the East Coast with the new skill of 
playing cello.
Tape Recording Morrie, at this point, found 
their balance as a band. After Thursday’s 
performance, the guys plan to head into the 
studio to record their five-song EP that will 
be available through the independent Yellow 
Cab record label.
The A.S.S.I.S.T. coffee house has definitely 
been a haven for talented performers in the 
past and it is no exception today.
■ So, try and keep a look out for their new 
EP and why not have some coffee while 
you’re at it.
www.themontclarion.org
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Enhance Your 
Skills with a 
Masters in English 
from Seton Hall
Seton Hall U niversity offers a Hub and Spoke  
Program for the M aster o f  Arts in  English. After 
com p letin g  a 12-ctedit “H ub” o f  required courses, 
you  can  ch o o se  the 18-credit “S pok e” that m ost 
appeals to  your career objectives:
LITERATURE SPOKE
For Careers in 
Secondary Education 
and Ph.D. Preparation
Studies in Criticism
Linguistic History 
o f English
Literature electives 
and seminars
Master’s Thesis
WRITING SPOKE
For Careers in 
Secondary Education, 
Writing and Publishing
Approaches to Teaching 
Literature
Composition Theory 
& Practice
Art & Craft o f Writing
Literature electives 
and seminars
For m ore inform ation, 
con tact Dr. Angela Weisl, Graduate Adviser, 
at weislang@shu.edu  or visit the  
W eb at artsci.shu.edu/english
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY.
1 8  5 6
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey 07079 • www.shu.edu
0ZZFEST
CONTINUED FROM P 11
When Slayer reaches the stage, it’s sug­
gested to stand up and go absolutely insane 
because they don’t  tolerate laziness, or plain 
old boring people in the stands.
C’mon, they’re pushing 40 and they’re 
one of the hardest working bands in metal 
history.
They’ve been around before you were a 
twinkle in your parent’s eyes. This time, the 
Satanic quartet will be wreaking havoc in 
cities near you.
How can you not want to go listen to Tom 
Araya’s insatiable screams or pray that one 
of Kerry King’s eight inch wrist blade just 
scratches your arm so you can go home and
courtesy of anetaJurcenzla.trlpod.com
The Price of Darkness, Ozzy Osbourne, 
takes his reign on metal this summer with 
the heaviest line up to date.
tell your friends the good news. Honestly,
I was pretty surprised that Dimmu Borgir 
was bumped up to the first stage since 
they’re babies compared to the other metal 
veterans..
SOME OF NEW YORK'S MOST INFLUENTIAL ROLE MODELS 
WILL NEVER WEAR THE YANKEE UNIFORM.
NYC DtPARTMENT OF EDUCATION WWW.JOINTHEBRIGHTEST.COM
Attention all Prospective and Current State Certified Teachers: Here's your chance to Interview 
for the 200405 school year. Meet principals and representatives from schools in these 
boroughs at upcoming career fairs. All applicants must meet the NY State certification 
requirements by September 1.2004. And don't forget, new certification requirements 
went into effect February 2,2004. Visit www.higheredjiysed.gov/tcert/ for details.
In order to receive an invitation to a career fair, you must respond before April 14, by e-mailing your 
r£sum6 and the Information requested on the coupon below to careerfair@nycboe.net.
You may also fax your information to 718-935-3535 or 718-935-3166.
□  Queens schools: Wednesday, April 21, 2004, 4pm The Astoria World Manor 
25-22 Astoria Blvd., Astoria, NY 11102
□  Bronx schools: Wednesday, April 28, 2 00 4 ,4pm Maestro's Caterers 
1703 Bronxdale Avenue, Bronx, NY 10462
‘ LAST NAME FIRST NAME SSN ( R equired )
HOME ADDRESS APT CITY STATE ZIP
HOME PHONE NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRESS ( R equired )
STATE CERTIFIED ( check o n e  ) < )  NY ( ) OTHER ( p le ase  specify )
CERTIFICATION AREA(s)
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTIFICATION
amcil.orgUn »  a m  fails on for m w  tMchais to dit New York Q y  Deportment of Eitaition only. Cnm ljy «  previously employs! NYC teocks w i not be odmitted to these f»B . Teachers who have taught for Nov York Qly schools in 0 prior uporience noy apply through (In  C d  l a d  to Teaching Program ot www.jointtrabrjght8sf.com AppleseedF O U N D A T IO N
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
True, Slipknot has graced the first stage 
in the past, and they’re now headlining 
the second stage, but the Osbournes would 
know better than me to set up a headlining 
set for the biggest metal show around.
Good for them, they’ll probably get a 
whole new set of angst filled fans who will 
say that seeing them at Ozzfest was the 
reason why they are the number one metal 
band in God knows how long. Black Label 
Society are the Suma Kum Laudi of Ozzfest. 
They’ve returned more times than probably 
any band, but they’re worth it. The second
“When Slayer reaches the 
stage, I suggest to stand 
up and go absolutely 
insane because they don’t 
tolerate laziness or plain 
old boring people in the 
stands.”
stage still does feature the smaller bands 
that virtually nobody has heard of and prob­
ably ever wifi like Devildriver.
Also Italian metal band, Lacuna Coil is 
joining the Middle American band Slipknot 
on Ozzfest as well. Hopefully they won’t  give 
them the evil eye if Slipknot’s masks stink 
up the entire backstage area.
Hatebreed is also returning as Ozzfest 
alumni, I  wonder if Jamey Jasta is going to 
do his Headbanger’s Ball show on the road?
Check the dates on the cities near you, 
because either way, this tour is not to be 
missed.
A R T S
Calendar
Movie Releases
: Thé Gm Next boor 
Dir. Luke Greenfield 
Starring Elisha Cuthbert, Emile Hirsh
fella Enchanted 
Dir. Tommy O'Haver 
Starring Anne Hathaway, 
Minnie Driver
Metal
The Obsessed's Incarnate
Sugar Ray-B.B. King's Blues Club 
W illy Mason-lrving Plaza 
Intercooler-Arlene Grocery
Friday 9
Lambchop-Bowery Ballroom 
Particle-Knitting Factory
Saturday 10
The National-Bowery Ballroom 
The Toasters-Knitting Factory
Sunday 11
Savion Glover-B.B. King's Blues Club 
The Fall-Knitting Factory
Monday 12
Blonde Redhead-Bowery Ballroom 
Ladies First Tour-MSG 
Jagermeiser Tour-Roseland
Tuesday 13
The Mammals-Fez Under 
Air-Hammerstein
Wednesday 14 
Muse-Hammerstein 
Sllverstein-Knltting Factory 
Ruben Studdard-Beacon Theater
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WORKING
CONTINUED FROM P 11
While the singing and acting were great, 
there was one thing that the audience criti­
cized the production o£ and that was the 
poor acoustics of the theatre. Either that or 
the loudness of the band served as one of the 
reasons the actors could not be heard during 
some of their songs and monologues. “During 
rehearsals, the actors complained that the pit 
was too loud.” said Herman. “We tried to play 
as softly as possible during their monologues 
and parts of their songs, but we knew, that 
if we went any softer, then we might has 
well have stopped playing.”Nevertheless, the 
beauty and realism of the play outdid the 
minor errors. From the beginning to the 
end, Working: The Musical was full of sur­
prises. For example, Travis Love’s portrayal 
of A1 Calinda, the valet parking guy, was a 
performance right out of a Broadway show. 
He earned the audience’s vote for the best 
entertainer in the production. Furthermore, 
Michael Murphy’s comedy as a truck driver 
and Artem Yatsumov’s vulgarity in his mono­
logue as Charlie Blossom made the audience 
roll on the floor with laughter. The play had 
some very heart-warming, sensitive moments 
as well. When Nina Law played the role of a 
Cuban immigrant and spoke about how she 
reminisced of her humble beginnings, mostly 
everyone in the audience was choked up.
And when the song came along...let’s just 
say it brought us in touch with our inner 
child who yearns to be 9-years-old once again. 
Overall, the play reminded everyone of the 
different reasons people work the way they 
do. In the end, everyone just wants to be 
proud of what they have accomplished. Our 
need for ‘something to point to’ and claim it 
as our own is the driving force. The actors 
got their message across to the addressees 
effectively and with grace.
PRINCE
CONTINUED FROM P 11
comes back to haunt him.
The Prince & Me was an interesting 
concept, and used a lot of classic romantic 
comedy formulas such as boy meets girl, boy 
loses girl, and boy wants girl back.
Eddie Murphy’s Coming To America and 
Pretty Woman starring Stiles’ co-star of 
Mona Lisa Smile, Julia Roberts, were two 
movies that came to mind in watching The 
Prince & Me.
Prince Edward was like Eddie Murphy’s, 
Prince Akeem, for the fact that both came 
to America in search for the perfect mate. 
The difference between those characters was, 
instead of trying to find the perfect mate 
as Murphy did, Edward was in search for a 
party girl and fell in love with the total oppo­
site.
Paige and Roberts’ characters were both 
very likeable and strong willed. The only 
difference between Stiles and Roberts’ char­
acters was that Paige was not a prostitute 
and Roberts’ character Vivan was.
The performances were good in The Prince 
& Me. As a viewer I wished that the two lead 
actors gave a little more depth to their well 
written characters. The chemistry between 
Luke Mably and Julia Stiles was not as fully 
developed as it should have been.
At times it seemed that they were per­
forming what someone wrote for them and 
not giving the characters their own personal 
touch
Towards the end, both Mably and Stiles 
started to become comfortable with each 
other, and just as you get into their relation­
ship, the story ends.
In all, The Prince & Me was a well writ­
ten story interwoven with innovative comedic 
situations. The film could have been a little 
stronger if the leads were consistent in stay­
ing in character in order to make the audi­
ence really cheer for them at the end.
CSI
CONTINUED FROM P 12
but it’s always fun when she lets her guard 
down and her emotions push forward.
Paul Guilfoyle is Captain Jim Brass, the 
toughest out of the whole cast.
The former head of CSI, Brass now runs 
the detective force and does all the bad cop 
stuff
Guilfoyle is magnificent in the role, bring­
ing his dry humor with one-liners about the 
murder scene and his dead calm demeanor.
George Eads stars as Nick Stokes, the 
ladies man of the office, who always brings 
humor to the often-intense shows.
Gary Dourdan is Warrick Brown, the 
Vegas native with a recovering gambling 
addiction.
Joija Fox is Sara Sidle the smart and head 
strong but emotionally vulnerable one.
And Eric Szmanda plays Greg Sanders 
the lab geek who is too smart for his own good 
and just down right annoys the other main 
characters.
The best part about GSI is the chemistry 
between the cast members.
They are all comfortable when giving lines 
and seem like genuine friends outside of the 
shoot.
The writing is also superb. Each show 
keeps you guessing till the very end and 
always throws in some curve balls even 
then.
The direction and cinematography are 
very innovative for just a TV show. The quick 
zoom shots in the special CG effects shots of 
the inside of a body and the damage that the 
fatal injury made is awesome.
CSI uses extremely technical terminol­
ogy and methods of finding a killer, but they 
are always explained so that the average joe 
knows what is going on.
CSI maintains its originality, even after 
four seasons, which is hard to do in this day 
and age.
The only downfalls to mainstream success
“ The show CSI has been  
nom inated for three 
years in  all the major 
awards and has only won 
one. ”
are being passed over and continually copied. 
Both are happening to CSI.
The show has been nominated for three 
years in all the major awards and has only 
won one. It seems a rip off for such a great 
show to be passed over for a one season won­
der.
But hopefidly, best drama television series 
is on its way for the show.
Being copied is something that all shows 
fear, and it’s even worse when the people 
doing the copying are your own.
Two seasons ago CSI: Miami was spawned 
off the hit, starring David Caruso in charge of 
some hot young Hollywood.
The show was spun off a regular CSI show 
and does peak on the Neilson ratings in the 
top ten, but it has a much less fan base.
And now, CBS has announced that it will 
again be copying itself and making a CSI: 
New York, starring the excellent actor Gary 
Sinise, which will be spun off Miami this 
season and begin its run next frill. The only 
downfall to more CSI is the loss of a star.
Peterson has already stated that he will 
leave the show if another spin-off is made. 
CSI airs Thursday nights at nine, and domi­
nates its time slot as a good old fashioned 
detective show with a scientific twist.
Tune in and see if you can solve the mys­
tery first.
PERTH AMBOY ♦ E D IS O N  •  NEW BRUNSWICK
www.middlesexcc.edu
1 .8 8 8 . YOU.4M CC
h i n k i n g
i n s i g h t s ,
t h e  w o r l d ,  
i n e
m a g i  n e
MIDDLESEX
C O U N T Y  C O L L E G E
This summer, get the credit you 
deserve at Middlesex County 
College. Our summer sessions 
begin in June, July and August 
-eight different starting dates.
NTY COLLEGE
• Courses transfer to colleges 
and universities nationwide
• The first session begins June 1
• Day and evening classes
• You can pick up 1 to 4 credits 
in as little as four weeks
• Tuition and fees are $91 per credit*
♦Middlesex County residents. Subject to change.
Take a M-length practice MCAI exam and find out how you 
would do on the the actual exam. You will receive a score report 
detailing your results within a week following the test.
Saturday, April 17 
9:00am-4:30pm
The Princeton Review-Freehold 
303 West Main Street 
Freehold, NJ 07728
Seton Hall University 
400 South Orange Avenue 
South Orange, NJ 07079
The Princeton Review- 
New Brunswick 
46 Bayard Street 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
Sunday, April 18 
9:00am-4:30pm
Montclair State University 
10 Normal Avenue 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
The Princeton Review-Princeton 
252 Nassau Street 
Princeton, NJ 08542
Call today (800) 2-REVIEW 
or visit www.princetonreview.com 
to reserve your seat!
www.themontclarion.org
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Dr. John C. Bilello
• Professor of Materials Science & Engineering 
And Professor of Applied Physics 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml
Is it scientific to believe in the God of creation or is all life around us the result of
evolution and natural selection?
Friday, April 23,2004 ■ 7:30pm
Montclair State University • Dickson Hall - BNTL Lecture Hall 
For more information— creationevolution@hotmail.com
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N e w  Jersey C o u n c il
FOR THE'HUMANITIES
Montclair State University Program in Latin American and Latino
Studies Is Proud to Present
“Rethinking Latin American and Latino Identity in the 21st Century”
“The Nuyorican Film Festival” 
Curated by Judith Escalona
Tuesday, April 13
4:30PM  BRINCANDO EL CHARCO, written and directed by Frances Negron-Muntaner (English & 
Spanish), Color, 16mm, 55 minutes, 1994. A  photographer goes on an identity quest, exploring what it 
means to be Puerto Rican, gay and an artist in this experimental narrative that mixes drama and 
documentary.
5:30PM  THE SUN AND THE M OON, written and produced by Maria Norman (English & Spanish), 
Color, 35mm, 80 minutes, 1979. A  highly successful photographer gives up her posh Park Avenue life and 
moves to the South Bronx where she discovers genuine happiness giving back to the community she left 
behind years before. Director w ill be present for Q&A
7:00PM  THE KRUTCH, written and directed by Judith Escalona (English, German & Spanish), b&w, 
16mm, 26 minutes, 2004. A work in progress or regress? A surreal, fragmented narrative about a Puerto 
Rican psychoanalyst with an identity problem. Director and cast members w ill be present for Q&A
W ednesday, April 14
4:30PM  DESTINATION UNKNOW N, written and directed by Nestor Miranda (English), Color, 35mm, 
90 minutes, 1996. An honest cabby tries to supplement his income by becoming a runner for the local drug 
dealer with some unforeseeable consequences.
6:30PM  A SOUTH BRO NX TALE, (English), written & directed by Janis Astor del Valle, Color, digital 
video, 14 minutes, 2003. 15-year old Ariana lives in one o f  the most homophobic Tioods in the Bronx, so 
coming out is not an option. But when Ariana feels her life and reputation threatened, she must choose 
between honoring herself or her familia. Director and cast members will be present for Q&A
A ll screenings w ill be held in Brantl Lecture H all, D ickson H all, 177 
Snacks and light refreshm ents w ill be available.
For m ore inform ation call extension 7941 or 7236
This event is made possible by a grant from the New Jersey Council for the 
Humanities, a state partner of the National Endowment for the Humanities
^ww^themo^dario^or^ m ontopinion@ yahoo.com  —  PAGE 17
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Slicing Up the SGA Election
If you can remember the mockery that is the 2000 presidential 
election, ideas arose that ‘your’ vote doesn’t  count. Putting the 
Florida re-count aside, “Indecision 2004” isn’t  winning any popular 
votes either. So what motivates the traditional college aged student 
to run to the polls? We, being the children of the MTV-age, have; 
public service announcements such as ‘Rock The Vote’ to encourage 
the already discouraged young voter. But is this enough? So let’s 
downgrade for a second. Not to say that the Student Government 
Association (SGA) isn’t  as important, hut it’s obviously not running 
the country.
In this year’s SGA Election, out of approximately 15,000 stu­
dents at MSU, 680 students voted. 680? With these, results, what 
does this tell us? One would think by reaching college, politics 
would hold greater importance. But in an age of terrorism and lies, 
a measly old student election doesn’t  hold up as “priority.”
Yes, student politics may seem boring and uninteresting. But 
as students of this university, one must consider this fact -  this is 
your tuition at work. Even if mom and dad pay your tuition, also 
consider that a lot of this money goes to the SGA - to benefit the 
student body.
Do students know exactly what the SGA does? Did students 
even hear about the elections or what the candidates tend to 
do? Obviously not when the statistics point out the low turnout. 
Students answering the question of the week prove not too many 
people even knew or cared about the election.
Last year 1,030 students voted in the elections, with four can­
didates running for president. Maybe the hoopla that surrounded 
that election resulted in the thousand plus turnout.
“ Should we wait for som ething 
terrible to happen before we vote? If 
giving away pizza gets voters there, 
well ok, but students should know  
who they are voting for. ”
This year, the unopposed president received 415 votes. In the 
March 11 issue of The Montdarion, Jacob Hudnut, hoped to beat 
last year’s voter turnout. Unfortunately, Hudnut’s goal was not 
achieved. One would think there would be more focus on turnout 
when our SGA president is running for re-election. But wait, 
Hudnut ran unopposed. Coming in as a shoe-in for the position, 
who would waste their time on voting when there are other issues 
to deal with?
Do people only vote once a candidate royally screws up or 
upsets them? Should we really wait for something terrible to hap­
pen before we vote? Why not find out about the candidates and the 
vote before anything goes wrong?
Regardless of that fact, people should know what the SGA is 
in control of how much money they are granted and what they 
exactly do with that money. If giving away pizza gets voters there, 
well ok, but students should know at least who’s on the ballot.
Affirming the Wrong Perceptions of Race
Affirmative Action Reveals Discrimination Rather Than the Traditional Definition
“ But, who is considered a ‘minority’?... Affirmative 
Action works only by giving preference to ‘certain kinds 
of minorities,’ and overlooks other qualified individuals.”
Affirmative Action is a policy that is 
“supposed” to serve as a way to give “minori- 
ties” a chance at excelling, and giving them 
chances at higher edu­
cation. But who is con­
sidered a “minority?” 
Aren’t all people except 
“whites” considered a 
“minority?”
Affirmative Action 
works only by giving 
preference to “certain 
kinds of minorities,"and 
overlooks other quali­
fied individuals. It is 
senseless to say that Affirmative Action 
serves to redress the past wrongs against 
“minorities,” because it seems to go in favor 
of “blacks” and “Latinos” only; not all of the 
“minorities” who have been wronged against 
in the past. Now “Asians” and “Whites” are 
not given a chance, even when “Asians” are 
a “minority!”
Why are so many different groups of
people collectively called “Asians”? There is 
a big difference among Russians, Philipinos, 
and Iranians. They don’t even speak the 
same language and they are “all” considered 
“Asians.” At least most “Latinos” speak a 
common language.
As Nicole Guanlao for the Bergen Record 
said, “Are some minority groups more minor­
ity than others?” This is the case with some 
colleges and universities. The admissions 
department gives extra points to applicants 
who are either “black” or “Latino.” Why 
should this be the case? Isn’t  that racism all 
over again, something that was abolished a 
long time ago?
How discriminative is it that “a Supreme
Court decision permitted colleges and uni­
versities to take account of race and ethnicity 
as long as they’re not too obvious about it” 
(Ruben Navarette, Dallas Morning News). 
What is wrong with considering each individ­
ual’s case separately?
Look at each person’s economic and aca­
demic situation separately and not at their 
stereotyped living environments. Look into 
how much they have achieved, how they can 
contribute to the program, and most impor­
tantly, if that person has merit and quality.
Affirmative Action makes it seem like 
every “black” and “Latino” comes from an 
urban city, has little money, and did not get 
a good education. On the other extreme,- it
makes it seem like all “Asians” and “whites” 
are loaded intellectuals whose parents are 
famous doctors and lawyers. That is not the 
case.
Believe it or not, there do exist hardwork­
ing “whites” and “Asians” who live in the 
urban neighborhood trying to make ends 
meet with two or three jobs, while trying to 
send their kids to school in hopes of them 
becoming something better.
However, how will this student excel if 
s/he is not granted entrance into a college or 
program because of some quota rule that did 
not leave any more space? In the same light, 
there do exist “blacks” and “Latinos” who also 
live in suburban areas with their own houses, 
who have money, and who can get a better 
education than the above mentioned “whites” 
and “Asians.” These “blacks” and “Latinos” 
are sure to get into just about every program 
they apply to just because they were stereo­
typed to be “disadvantaged.”
SEE “ R A C E "  PG 18
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MICHAEL
GUMBS
Year: Junior 
Major: Finance
“I didn’t know where 
oi wheal I was supposed 
■ to go” .
CHARLES 
WILLIAMS III
Year: Senior 
Major: Business (Mis)
“I didn’t  vote because I 
didn’t have the time. 1 
don’t personally know 
any of the candidates.”
VIGNESH
ASBOKAN
Yean Freshman 
Majon Molecular 
Biology
“I voted in the SGA 
elections because I was 
hungry! They gave out 
free food so therefore I 
was impelled to vote.”
BETH HAGEN
Year: Junior 
Majon Dietetics
“I didn’t  vote. I didn’t 
know any of the candi­
dates, what they were 
running for, or what 
they were all about,”
KINDLYNE
VILCANT
Year: Junior 
Majon Psychology
“I voted in the section 
that had competition 
which was Vice Presi­
dent. Everything else 
was not competitive.”
KAREEN BRUCE
Year: Freshman 
Major: English
“I didn’t  vote because 
I was putting it off*
ANTHONY
MCDAvrrr
Year: Junior 
Major: Finance
“I  didn’t  vote because 
I did not know enough 
about the candidates, 
their plans or what 
they support.”
YUNIKA DAVIS
Year: Junior 
Major: Psychology
“No. dust because I 
was lazy and never 
signed up for it.”
—   ....... ............— — — — -i
Question of the Week opinions am views 
expressed by the students o f Montclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views 
of The Montelarion.
OPINION www.thempntclarlon.org
Advertising Pointlessness
Mudslinging Via Mass Media is Proof That the Electoral Process is in Shambles
DOREEN
CAMBELL
CO LUM NIST
Morally, it sounds ridiculous. There are 
“educated” men running television ads with 
cartoonish voices, slandering each other.
No, this is not a fast 
food showdown. This is 
the 2004 Presidential 
Election campaign.
On the Bush front on 
March 30th, an ad was 
released onto national 
television entitled, 
“Wacky,” slandering 
John Kerry for sup­
porting, “the 50 cent a
--------------------- - gallon gas tax.” With
old time western piano music buzzing in 
the background the ad goes on to reveal 
the assumption, “raising taxes is a habit of 
Kerry’s,” based on his standing as a senator.
On the other side of the spectrum John 
Kerry’s recent ad uses sad piano ballad music 
to set a melancholy tone to create an element 
of sympathy.
His argument is that “jobs are leaving our 
country in record numbers, and George Bush 
plans to send those jobs overseas.”
Maybe George Bush is talking about 
our troops being sent overseas to fight for 
his war; but do not expect Bush to be 
that honest with the American Public?
Back in November, the controversy over 
the ads started when The Bush Campaign 
put together a $100,000 ad. The television
“ The American public knows these ads run for the 
purpose of influencing the presidential campaign... 
Are these the sort of clowns that should be in the 
W hite House? ”
commercial, bragged about Bush’s shown 
leadership skills, in lieu of the events of Sept. 
11,2002. After Democrats label
it a “repulsive and outrageous” attack 
on the patriotism of anyone who oppos­
es President Bush’s wartime policies,” 
they demanded a recall. This particular 
ad has such lines as “people are attacking 
the President for attacking the terrorists.”
Though Bush is demonstrating a pricey 
version of his own freedom of speech; is it 
really necessary to make accusations about 
the American public? Isn’t this sort of gen­
eralization just going to hurt his campaign, 
and make people less likely to vote for him?
The American public knows these ads are 
presidential campaign propaganda run for 
the purpose of influencing the presidential 
campaign, so why do the candidates feel they 
are making a true solid impact in getting 
votes?
Maybe the ad that is really showing some 
results is Bush’s, “en espanol,” ad entitled in 
English, “Safer Stronger,” which uses sub­
titles instead of Mr. Bush himself who is sup­
posedly fluent in the language.
Both Kerry and Bush’s main attraction on 
their individually funded web sites are these 
attack ads. On Kerry’s site a colorful graph­
ic entitled, “Final Four. Vote for the Most 
Embarrassing Republican,” pictures: John 
Ashcroft, Donald Rumsfeld, Dick Cheney, 
and Bush, with what it seems to be wrestling 
bands drawn across each of their foreheads.
When one votes, a banner pops up, making 
the user enter an e-mail address and name 
to continue with the results. The results 
show that Bush wins so far 61 percent of 
the vote hailing as, “The Most Embarrassing 
Candidate.”
Though Bush’s “real life” approval rating 
has dipped to a miserable 47 percent; it’s 
extremely unnecessary to make the United 
States of America appear to be a three-ring 
circus. Are these the sort of clowns who 
should be in the White House?
Doreen Cambell, an English major, is in her first 
year as a columnist for The Montelarion.
Montelarion 
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Rating Professors on the N et is a Far Better Evaluation
RACE
Continued from pg 17
“Each race goes through hardships and 
each race has its own particular situations. 
Each race has its geniuses and hardwork­
ing' students, and each race has its lazy 
and underachieving bunch” (Guanlao, Bergen 
Record). Every single person should be given 
an equal chance at excelling.
In regards to a preceding, oblivious arti­
cle in The Montelarion, Affirmative Action 
should not be used as an excuse to compen­
sate for past wrongs against a certain group 
of people. Just because Amadou Diallo got 
shot over 40 times or most slaves were “black” 
does not mean every “black” person should 
get extra points on their college application.
How can “affirmative action remain, until 
racial equality is achieved” when Affirmative 
Action creates racism in itself? This quote 
should be changed to “Racial inequality will 
remain, as long as affirmative action exists.”
MSU claims to be a nondiscrimina- 
tory campus by stating, “Montclair State 
University does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, creed, sex, age, disability, 
national origin, marital status or sexual ori­
entation in the administration and operation 
of its educational policies, programs and 
activities.”
However, is this not contradictory to MSU 
being an Affirmative Action institution which 
gives only “certain minorities” higher chances 
of getting into a program? How can these 
two opposites be used to describe the same 
institution?
Professors should be pulling their hair out 
by now! This goes to show that colleges do 
not “have a policy of nondiscrimination on the 
basis of race, religion, etc.”
Morium Akthar, a political science major, is 
in her second year as a  columnist for The 
Montelarion.
It is common knowledge that professors 
give out grades. But at the end of each sem- 
sester, students at MSU are given the oppor­
tunity to grade back, via teacher evaluation 
forms.
After these evaluations are completed, the 
information disappears into the abyss, never 
to be seen again. These forms are for office 
use only, yet afterward they are not return, 
and future students do not benefit from the 
experience of those who were taught under 
these professors. Word of mouth was the only 
option students had to learn about a profes­
sor conducted...until now.
At RateMyProfessors.com, students can 
now anonymously rate professors on their 
helpfulness, clarity, difficulty of classes and 
even physical attractiveness. Students can 
also leave comments about professors and the 
courses they teach.
The website was founded in 1999 by John 
Swapceinski, who graduated that year from 
San Jose State University. “I got the idea for 
the site after taking a class with a particular­
ly dastardly professor who often left students 
in tears and genuinely seemed to enjoy it,” he 
said.
Students who visit the site can check pro­
fessors’ ratings, or rate professors on a 1 to 
5 scale, 5 being the best, in the categories of 
helpfulness, clarity and easiness.
Although some expect the site to be just 
a place to bash professors, almost, 70 per­
cent of the ratings are positive, according to 
Swapceinski.
At the time of this writing, 
RateMyPrpfessors.com had a total of 4327 
ratings for 870 Montclair State University 
professors.
Montclair State University’s highest rated 
professor was Professor Eliza Leszczynski of 
the Math department, with an overall rating 
of 5.0.
Of the 13 ratings for this professor, com­
ments included “Great teacher! She not only 
learns your name, but makes sure you pass 
her class,” and “The best professor I’ve ever 
had...take her and you have nothing to worry 
about.”
The site is not without its critics. Some 
students question the validity of the ratings, 
especially since students are not required 
to log in to rate professors. Even the site’s 
list of frequently asked questions admits, 
“Remember, we have no way of knowing who 
is doing the rating - students, the teacher, 
other teachers, parents, dogs, cats, etc.”
The website includes a section of the fun­
niest ratings ever posted. One reads, “Boring! 
But I learned there are 137 tiles on the ceil­
ing.” Another: “He will destroy you like an 
academic ninja.”
Swapceinski stated he receives threats of 
legal action from irate professors every week. 
“It’s amazing,” he said, “the number of profes­
sors with Ph.D.’s that don’t  get the concept of 
the First Amendment.”
Scott Rizzo 
Graduate Student
The Montelarion Mailbag Policy
• All letters m ust be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for 
publication. • Once received, letters are property o f The Montelarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not 
be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits o f SSN  and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter 
by an author will be printed each month. • Subm ission deadline: Monday. 12 :00  p.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-mail to 
MontOpinion@yahpo.com or sent to The Montelarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.___________________________ ________________________ _____________________________________________________ ■ ____________
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JUST MINUTES FROM CAMPUS:
Route 3 to the Passaic Ave (Nutley/Passalc) Exit. Go right off exit ramp onto Passaic 
Ave. Go to the third traffic light and make a left onto Van Houten Ave. Go to first traffic 
light and make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on block down on the right.
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Discover 
The Arts At
MSU!
Moriteteli State University
MSU Students See Events at NO CHARGE!
(Undergraduates covered through Performing Arts Fee)
MSU Art Galleries
On/Off and Over the Edge, 
Contemporary Impressions in 
Printmaking
Showcasing a virtual kaleidoscope of processes in  
contemporary printmaking, this exhibition is presented in 
conjunction with theSouthem  Graphics Print Council’s 
Annual Conference.
Through April 12
The Art Galleries, Life Hall 
(next to Memorial Auditorium)
Monday-Friday 10am to 5 pm,
Saturday 11am to 4pm
Department of Music
International Piano Series
Reynaldo Reyes
U pon graduating from Paris Conservatoire, Filipino pianist 
Reynaldo Reyes was awarded a Première Prix in Piano, and 
later w on top prize in the Busoni International Piano com ­
petition. His recitals of French music have received critical 
acclaim around the world.
April 26 at lpm  
McEachem Recital Hall 
Free admission, No tickets required
See www.rnusicatmontclair.com for a complete listing of events
TheatreFest
Regional Playwriting Festival
John Golden Readings
Professional readings of the three new play finalists in 
contention for the John Golden prize. Audience 
evaluation and discussion will follow each reading.
April 14, 15, 16 at 7pm 
L. Howard Fox Studio Theatre 
Free admission, No tickets required
Play writing Festival Events continue through July  
Visit www.montclair.edu/theatrefestfor a complete schedule.
Department of Theatre 
and Dance
Danceworks 2004
MSU Dance Repertory Company
Famed choreographer Alwin Nikolais’ masterpiece, Tensile 
Involvement will headline this concert. Originally choreo­
graphed in 1953, this piece is Nikolais’ signature work 
and a brilliant study in space, time, and motion. Also fea­
tured will be work by MSU faculty, alumni, and students.
April 22, 23, 24 at 8 pm 
April 25 at 2 pm 
Memorial Auditorium
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
Call The Box Office NOW! 
973.655.5112 • Seats Are Limited!
;
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Seeking loving, responsible P/T child­
care for 16-20 hrs/wk, and occasional 
evening babysitting. Can live-in w/pri- 
vate BR/BA. 1 mile from MSU. Call 
Jennifer 973-509-6967.
Child care needed in my Parsippany 
home for 3 children this summer. 35 
hrs. M-Th $250/week. Call Mary Beth 
973-538-4998.
In home before & after school child 
care wanted for 6 y/o girl. 7 a.m. to 
8:30 a.m. & 2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. some 
flexible hours. Must have car. Please 
call 973-233-0614.
Babysitter needed two or three week­
days now and through summer for 
adorable 2-yar-old baby girl toddler. 
Mornings or Afternoons. Recent baby­
sitting experience with young children 
preferred. Call 973-256-0882.
Babysitter wanted for 2 kids -  8 and 3 
years old. Must have car. No smokers. 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays 
3:00 to 7:00. Kristin 973-655-1990 or 
718-813-8572.
Upper Montclair, 10 year old, 15-20 hrs 
week, car required, Pick up @ 3:00 p.m. 
Start 6/1/04 973-746-0194.
Childcare Provider Needed -  Mature 
/ Responsible Hours: 2:30 p.m. to 6:00
Summer Jobs!!: Spend an active sum­
mer outdoors as a day camp counselor! 
No nights/weekends (except training). 
Group counselors, lifeguards/WSI, 
instructors for canoe, challenge course 
(training available), crafts, dance, 
karate, lacrosse, soccer, rollerblading 
908-647-0664, apply online at www. 
campriverbend.bunkl .com.
Models. Women 18 and older for out­
door test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. Will 
exchange pictures for modeling. No 
experience necessary. 973-365-4054.
Room for rent Montclair: 10 minutes 
to 28 bus. Share renovated bath with 
one other. Kitchen laundry, park­
ing privileges, $425/month utilities 
included. Non smoking, female only. 
Furnished 973-744-0291.
Miscellaneo
3 females looking for 2 -  3 BR Rental 
in Montclair Area from May through 
August. If desire to sublet for summer 
months call 973-655-5017.
Don't just read the page. Make the 
page. Join the Montclarion! Call 973- 
655-5230 or E-mail montdarion@mail. 
montclair.edu
Whet's tnyouftop wot# besides -voter?
A short new report irbhi your water suppüer «8 
tel you where you? water cornes irom. WtioiVin 
it; and haw safe !! s. lock ter ir« report r- ,-w 
mal end read it. Because when ü comes to 
undeotancSng your linking water, the most 
important fcgœctenî is yc a.
mmrn wm. mm \mrs. is it ft* yol
"T>v8
We're Buying, 
Are You Selling?
Okay, here's the deal. You can make money and look great 
at thé same time. At Plato's Closed we buy and sell gently 
used,- brand name teen clothing, shoes and accessories for 
both girls and guys from: abercrombie & fitch express 
sean john limited mavi ecko bebe banana republic 
dr. martens, and many more! Sell us your cool stuff and 
get paid on the spot for all items accepted. No appointment 
necessary. And while you're here check out our phenomenal 
prices on all your favorite brands and get a great new look.
See ya soon!
154A Route 4, Paramus, NJ 07652 Phone: 201-291-1010 
Monday -  Friday 10am to 9pm, Saturday 10am to 8pm 
Visit us at www.platoscloset.com
NOW IT COMES 
W ith A  Lis to f  
Ingredients .
« S  T5
P L A T E S
C LO S E T
IM
Child Care Wanted
Take care of 4-year-old boy. Must 
have own car, live locally. 2;30 -  6:30,
5 days/week. Prefer childcare experi­
ence. Supply references. Call 973-744- 
8972. Start May 12th.
p.m. Monday thru Friday. Must Drive 
and Own Car to pick up children from 
school. Cedar Grove Location -  Salary 
Negotiable. Contact: Mrs. Gibson 973- 
857-1988.
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' ■ iMardh 2u April 19) ; '
At the- mhmftnt yoi#erggfc-:. 
good thing-, bat you aet ab itf youdon’t  eves 
care. Better change that attitude of yours 
before that good thing slips right through 
you^hahds and into ouo&«f|c 
!|ldidkyNumbe»&>l&%39 -4 2
^ T a u ru s  m i
B B P P I 1 V ii 11 (I J jn  
Someone else’s misfortunes wilt be a  great 
benefit to you. Don't’fbel ba«i‘ they d id it to 
themselves and now.y^u<iù®éd only concen­
trate on yourselfand your goals. YottVe got 
it made, now keep it that way. V ? *
*Lucky Numbers: 14 -  09 -  80
G e m in i  *£
Don’t  ignore- someone you know needs help. 
Countless others have done so but that 
doesn’t  mean you have to follow their lead. 
Do what’s right and laid a helping hand to
*Lucky Numbers: 04 R 1 M B B
M C a n c e r  M
(June 21 -  July 23)-r, V^'WU. * 
Holding grudges won't di> you any good 
You’re causing unneeded frustrations. Let 
ir go, you have 1 teller things to do with your 
lime Moie on and lighten up. m 111110 ton'll 
p-alu.e it wjr. for tlie best 
■HLucky Numbers: 1 7 -2 1 -0 1
téf Leo <ét
(July 22 -  August 21)
those crazy idea« of your«. might jiw  got you 
.-omewhere Don't be afraid to pur-.ni them 
they will help you get your foot in the door. 
Pf ople are uriuou« to lieai something new -.o 
don l at raid to male- some noise
*Luckv Numbers: 46 -1 3  -  31
M V irgo M
■August ¿2 September 21 >
It - never luti '.iti1 start mil fredi. You liaie 
the talent I» do -0. now think big Del youi 
wwk out 1 her»' mid noticed People will be 
eiirprw ri by what you put nut, «o dont wa.-w 
any more of your lime and get to work 
''Lucky Numbers: 08 -1 5  -  44
ik  L ib ra
1 hi-ptember 22 I )ciol ><-r ¿'¿'<
You work el lor; U->—ly to gain re-pi-rt .ind 
rringnitmo. Now that its paying oil you 
feel gn at but abo ov* rwhclnu-d 1’akr little 
break and n  iinenutp yourself Jor rmuid two: 
there's so much more 10 do 
■‘'Lucky Numbers: 28 -  32 07
Scortilo <&.
(.October 23 -  November 21) 
Fnimie« conspire against you Although 
thei are many, >011 also haw maio who will 
defend you Be 1.muons of even thing you 
do. they are waiting fr-i vmi to slip up before 
they attack.
*Lueky Numbers 20- 15 07
S a g itta r iu s  m
• Noi emhc r 22 I ) «.ember 2ft;
Stop -p. ndiiia -0 much time listening to and 
-preaduig rumor.- They can only git you 
into [rouble i’eopli have their eye on you 
mri it would be who 10 remain «¡lent lii-te.-id 
of rumbling about 
-Lucky Numbers: 40 -  2 7 -1 1
^  C a p r ic o r n  ^
^December 21 -  January 1»)
Stop moping around anil placing the blame 
on everyone t!»e but y o u r s e l f  \ n  one like? a 
complainer and you've become quite impopu- 
lar Lighten up and -top taking even thing 
so seriously.
t Lucky Numbers: 44 -  15 -  28 -
Sh A q u a r iu s  ?h.
(January 20 - February ]?■
Many good fortunes will soon he cast upon 
you It-  liaid to believe but «non you will 
have th.it wtmh you desire a! ynui w iy fin­
gertip». Good tilings hapiien to got d people, 
m i  i njoy and have fun.
'Lucky Numbers: 46 -1 2  -  05
'February Id - Maich lit; H P  
lou think you have things under control 
out think again Prepare yourself and vour 
friends fir the In traini- to come Renu-mbi-i 
not to initke or .ut upon hasty deii.-icns 
They 1 uuld lead to your downfall.
-Lucky Numbers: 12 -  02 -  G4
“Tin Man, my rear end ... This obviously 
is a weapon of mass destruction.”
I feel a lot more relaxed lately, Stu ... 
since i started wearing the Carefree Panty Liners.”
ttie jdflontclarton forbitili)
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You Voted for Me?
CHEESEWHORE
ALMOND
MOT
ALF MYSELF
HULKHOGAN PODS 
JOHANN NOTTHATGIRL
Ca p t a in  R i b Man «. a-low^ h«- by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
^ I
mortco@mindspring. com # 186
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DITHERED TWITS by Sian Waling
Nothin' says "Good Morning" 
like a b ad -ass orange.
DITHERED TWTTS
“Hey, aren’t you that Ralphie dude 
I use to pick on in high school?"
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Window part
5 Cut
10 Light tan
14 “I Love__ ”
15 Scout rider
16 Teak-exporting 
country
17 Dutch cheese
18 TV sound
19 Soieii Moon;__
20 Occasion to use 
good china i
23 Saloon
24 “Over the 
Rainbow” 
composer
25 Seasonal songs
27 Atomic centers
30 Shah’s capital
32 Santa__winds
33 “Annie Get Your 
Gun” star
35 Rolls dem, bones
38 Hard-working 
sort
41 Farther along 
the ascent
43 Egypt’s Mubarak
44 Madonna hit,
“L a __Bonita”
46 Shell-game item
47 Without 
guarantee.
49 Murderer
52 Detector
54 Bigot
56 Chapel Hill inst.
57 Changing the 
appearance of
62 Begrime
64 Less favorable
65 Of all time
66 Type of sax
67 Carpentry tools
68 Actress Gilbert
69 Negative votes
70 Fowl perch
71 Stuffed shirt
DOWN
1 Rosebud, e.g
2 BMW rival
3 Glance over
4 Church book
5 Twinkling, 
perhaps
6 Jeweler’s 
eyepiece
©  2004Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Solutions
S 3 a 0 S
* N 0 0 I
3 1 i a
y 3 3 V 1
d S V a
IAI 3 s 1-
V 3 a V
h 3, 3 a]
S 3 A N
3 1 X V
3 ¥ V 3
>1 0 o a X
N o 0 3 y
v H V Irti °
A s 3 V 2
s a a o
<3 3 3 H
y X S V
a y 0 a
3 1
7 Allegretto- 
adagio 
separator
8 Mix
9 Booze
10 Santa’s helper
11 Typescript 
duplicate
12 Fit for a king
13 Operators
21 Afore
22 Triple feet
26 Marsh bird
27 “The Face is 
Familiar” poet
28 Golden Rule 
word
29 Nevada capital 
31 Hebrew month 
34 One of HOMES
36 Rapier’s cousin
37 Char
39 Rustic hotels
40 Eyeshade 
42 Superlatively
pallid
45 Lively musical 
movement
48 Arming period
50 ToUr segment
51 “Gunsmoke" 
star
52 Lazy lady?
53 First name of a 
plane
55 Saps
58 Long-extinct 
bird
59 Lendl of tennis
60 Despotic ruler
61 Seize
63 _  Angeles
“ I
„..... ..........  ,
“PULL!”
MIKE MAYDAK
p a y b a c k  r m e f r  M O M M Y f ^  
THAT S T  PANSE 
.MAN IS  BACK/ À
SLIMSONE
o e e p  in  t h e
OUNSLES OF  
THE MICWEST.
OUP H E P O S S T . BONES MOVES 
INTO POSITION ON THE LATEST  
EVILPOEPS ANP THE IP WMPS.
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MSU Tops 
Lycoming
Red Hawks Remain Undefeated
Playing its first game in two weeks, the 
Montclair State women’s lacrosse team 
showed no signs of rust as the Red Hawks 
remained unbeaten 
with a 21-5 victory 
■— — —  over Lycoming College 
Monday afternoon. The 
game was a reschedule from March 16.
Montclair State had not played a count­
able game since March 22 when it defeated 
Wilkes University, 18-1 at Sprague Field. The 
Red Hawks had two exhibition contests and 
were postponed against Centenary College
“Freshman 
goalkeeper Kristen 
Kuhmann was solid in 
net as she stopped 14 
shots, including nine 
in the first half.”
on April 3.
Freshman Brianna Gillin (Cinnaminson, 
NJ/Cinnaminson) scored five goals for the sec­
ond consecutive game while Kristen Gisondi 
(Egg Harbor Township, NJ/Egg Harbor) had 
three goals and five assists as MSU con­
tinued the best start in school history as it 
upped its record to 5-0.
Senior attack Cathy Homiek (Toms River,
Courtesy of Sf.
NJ/Toms River South), the nation’s leading 
scorer had eight points as she collected two 
goals while assisting on six others. Homiek 
also leads Division III in assists.
The Red Hawks jumped out quickly scor­
ing eight times in the first nine minutes to 
take an 8-0 lead. Gisondi scored 2:47 into 
the game before Ann Daily (Moorestown, 
NJ/Moorestown) and Homiek tallied on unas­
sisted goals nine seconds apart for a 3-0 
lead. Erin Balint (East Brunswick, NJ/East 
Brunswick) made it a four-goal lead with 
26:11 left in the half before Gillin notched 
her first with 24:56 left. Nicole LaRocca 
(Shamong, NJ/Shawnee) got the sixth goal 
for MSU and Gillin followed with her second 
of the game to give Montclair a 7-0 lead with 
23 minutes left in the opening half. Gisondi 
capped off the scoring as she got her second 
off an assist from Homiek with 21:48 to go as 
MSU took an 11-2 lead into intermission. 
Daily, LaRocca and Shauna Brocklebank 
(Long Branch, NJ/Long Branch) each scored 
three times for the Red Hawks, who out shot 
the Warriors (2-4), 29-27.
Freshman goalkeeper Kristen Kuhmann 
(Beachwood, NJ/Toms River South) was solid 
in net as she stopped 14 shots, including nine 
in the first half.
The Red Hawks return to action on 
Wednesday as they travel to Purchase, NY 
to face Manhattanville College in their first 
Knickerbocker Women’s Lacrosse Conference 
game of the season. Last year, MSU fell twice 
to the Valiants, including a 16-0 loss in the 
semifinals of the KWLC Tournament. 
rts Information
MSU Squeezes 
Past Stockton
Helping the Red Hawks Stay on Top of the Knickerbocker
Montclair State crept past host Richard 
Stockton, 8-7, in a Knickerbocker Lacrosse 
Conference men’s game last night.
Senior Chris 
Meixner (Hamburg/
...... Vernon) led the Red
Hawks with a game-high 
three goals and junior Kevin Gondres (Fair 
Lawn/Fair Lawn) added two goals, including 
the game-winner, and one assist. Montclair
man goalkeeper Alan Annazone (Fair Lawn/ 
Fair Lawn) made 10 saves to earn the vic­
tory.
Jeff Martin (Lincoln Park/Boonton) paced 
Stockton with two goals and one assist, while 
Ryan McQuilken (Flemington/Hunterdon 
Central) netted two goals for the Ospreys. 
Stockton goalkeeper Kyle Witty (Montville/ 
Montville) registered 17 saves in the game. 
Stockton led 4-1 in the second quarter but 
a t e  Montclair State scored the final two goals of 
e s h - the half to pull within 4-3.
McQuilken gave the Ospreys a 6-5 lead 
in the third period and Montclair State 
responded with a goal by Meixner to 
tie the game at six. Owen O’Shea 
(Long Beach, NY/Long Beach) gave 
the Red Hawks their first lead of the 
game at 7-6 but McQuilken tallied again 
to tie the match.
Gondresthen scored the game-winner with 
13:06 remaining and Montclair State held off 
Stockton for the victory.
MSU now visits Stevens Tech on Saturday, 
April 10, at 1 p.m. in Hoboken in a key confer­
ence contest.
Courtesy o f Sports Information
What is the origin of the hockey term "hat trick"?
The 1995-96 Chicago Bulls with a 72-10 record.
SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTIO
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION
Name the NBA team with the best record for a season?
McDonnell Named NJAC 
Softball Player of the Week
Junior third baseman Kari McDonnell runs batted in, including a three-run homer 
(Wrightstown,NJ/No. Burlington) was named (her 24th career) as MSU completed the 
the New Jersey Athletic Conference’s Softball sweep with an 11-3 win.
Player of the Week on Monday. Against Stockton in a split, McDonnell
McDonnell batted .545 with , a home run was 2-for-4 with a walk. McDonnell had a 
and six RBI as the Red Hawks took three of -909 slugging percentage for the week and a 
four games in NJAC play last week. MSU is -667 on-base average, 
currently 13-3 overall, 4-2 in the conference. McDonnell currently leads the team in
A two-time All-American, McDonnell was just about every offensive category, including 
2-for-4 with an RBI as MSU defeated New batting average (.458), run scored (12), home 
Jersey City, 9-0, in the opening game of a runs (four) and RBI (17). 
doubleheader then went 2-for-5 with five Courtesy of Sports Information
Red Hawks Defeat 
Manhattanville
Senior attacker Cathy Homiek (Toms 
River, NJ/Toms River South) paced the 
offense with two goals and seven assists 
as Montclair State (6- 
0 overall) opened its 
2004 Knickerbocker 
Lacrosse Conference 
campaign with a 16-7 victory yesterday at 
Manhattanville College.
Freshmen Brianna Gillin (Cinnaminson, 
NJ/Cinnaminson) and Shauna Brocklebank 
(Long Branch, NJ/Long Branch) scored four 
goals apiece for the Red Hawks, who out-shot 
Manhattanville (0-7 overall, 0-3 KLC) by a 
44-20 margin.
Freshman Ann Daily (Moorestown, NJ/ 
Moorestown) talked three 
goals and added an assist 
for MSU, while Kristen 
Gisondi (Egg Harbor 
Township, NJ/Egg 
Harbor) added two 
goals. Freshman goal­
keeper Kristen Kuhmann 
(Beachwood, NJ/Toms River 
South) stopped 10 Valiants’ shots in net. 
Junior April Yeomans (Lindenhurst, N.Y.) 
scored five goals and assisted on two for host 
Manhattanville. Sophomore Stacey Eurkus 
(Concord, Mass.) collected two goals and two 
assists, while freshman Stephanie Burlton 
(Coquitlam, B.C.) made 17 saves for the 
Valiants.
The Red Hawks used a 5-0 run to forge 
a 7-2 lead in the first half. Manhattanville 
closed to within 7-4, before MSU scored six 
straight goals to open the second half and put 
matters to rest.
Montclair plays at Elizabethtown (PA) on 
Friday, April 9, at 1 p.m., in a game resched­
uled from March 18.
Courtesy o f Sports Information
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Red Hawks 
Sweep Ospreys
T
Senior Mike Weiss (Mt. Laurel, NJZLenape 
Regional) went 4-for-9 with five RBI and 
junior Rob Blackburn (Sussex, NJ/Vemon) 
homer-ed in the night­
cap as Montclair State 
swept Richard Stockton 
in opening conference 
play 10-3 and 11-9 
Saturday afternoon at 
Yogi Berra Stadium.
Richard Stockton (11-8-1, 0-2 NJAC) 
pounded out 18 hits in the twin bill led 
by junior Travis LeFerriere (Millville, NJ/
Millville) who finished 5-for-7 with four runs 
scored.
The Red Hawks (9-6, 2-0 NJAC) used a 
three-run seventh inning in game two to 
break a 7-7 tie and preserve the double- 
header sweep. Tommy Warth (Secaucus, NJ/
Secaucus) got things started with a one out 
RBI triple. Blackburn then followed with a 
two-run shot over the left field wall for the 
10-7 advantage.
The Ospreys rallied in the top of the 
eighth as LeFerriere doubled home pinch 
runner Jon Faust (Somerset, NJ/Franklin) 
and later scored on a sacrifice fly by Brian 
Paras (Cape May CH, NJ/Middle Twp.). MSU
responded with an insurance run in their five runs (four earned) in 1/3 of an inning, 
half of the inning as Mike Halligan (Pompton For the Red Hawks Boyd finished the day with
In the opener MSU broke the game wide 
open in the bottom of the eighth breaking a 
3-3 tie with a seven spot. Highlighting the 
inning was a two RBI single by right fielder 
Ethan Boyd (Perth Amboy, NJ/Perth Amboy) 
and a two RBI double by Weiss.
Lou Wieben (Secaucus, NJ/St. Mary’s 
Rutherford) earned the win in relief. He (2-1) 
tossed L I innings allowing just one hit while 
also walking two and striking out two. Matt 
Cangialosi (Manalapan, NJ/CBA) suffered 
the loss also in relief. Cangialosi (1-2) allowed
“In the opener MSU 
broke the game wide 
open in the bottom of 
the eighth, breaking 
a 3-3 tie with a seven 
spot.”
Plains, NJ/Seton Hall Prep) scored on a 
Stockton miscue.
Jay Cook (Westfield, NJ/Westfield) picked 
up the win in relief for Montclair. Cook (1- 
0) allowed one run on three hits in 2/3 of 
an inning pitched. Colin Feneis (Spotswood, 
NJ/Spotswood) earned his second save of 
the season tossing a scoreless ninth. Sherod 
Barber (Millville, NJ/Millville) suffered the 
loss^in relief. Barber (2-3) allowed five runs 
(two eamed) in 3.2 innings of work.
three RBI including a double while teammate 
PJ Baccarella (Bayonne, NJ/Bayonne) drove 
in three in the nightcap.
Chris Crescenzi (Pedricktown, NJ/Penns 
Grove) went 5-for-10 with three RBI includ­
ing a two-run homerun and two doubles for 
Richard Stockton.
Montclair State returns to action on 
Monday, April 5 at 3:30 p.m. for a resched­
uled match-up against the Roadrunners of 
Ramapo College at Yogi Berra Stadium.
Courtesy o f Sports Information
Standings Through 04/1/04
| B a s e b a l l MÊÈm1  S o f t b a l l u i
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
Ramapo 2-0 11-4-0 Ramapo 7-1 16-2
MSU 2-0 9-6-0 Rutgers-Camden 6-2 18-4
Rowan 2-1 19-3-0 Rowan 6-2 17-5
Kean 1-0 12-5-1 MSU 5-3 14-4
Rutgers - Newark 1-1 8-10-0 William Paterson 5-3 14-4
Richard Stockton 1-2 12-8-1 Richard Stockton 4-4 11-7
Rutgers-Candem 1-2 10-10-1 TCNJ 4-4 14-9
William Paterson 0-0 11-4-0 Kean 3-5 6-14
TCNJ . 0-1 11-5-0 Rutgers-Newark 0-8 8-13
NJCU 0-3 10-7-0 NJCU 0-8 5-12
This W eek This W eek
Thursday vs. NJCU 3 p.m. Thursday vs. John Jay 3 p.m.
Friday @ William Paterson 1 p.m. Saturday @ TCNJ 1 p.m.
Saturday @ RU - Camden 12 p.m. Tuesday @ Rutgers - Newark 3 p.m.
Last W eek's Results 
4/3 — MSU 10, Richard Stockton 3 
4/3 — MSU 11, Richard Stockton 9 
4/5 — MSU, Ramapo PPD 
4/6 — MSU, FDU - Florham
Last W eek's Results 
4/3 — MSU 5, Richard Stockton 1 
4/3 — MSU 1, Richard Stockton 2 
4/6 — MSU 3, William Paterson 6 
4/6 — MSU 7, William Paterson 2
M e n 's  L a c r o s s e
This W eek
Saturday @ Stevens Tech 1 p.m.
Monday @ Susquehanna 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday vs. Kings Point 7 p.m.
Last W eek's Results 
4/3 — MSU, Centenary PPD
| W o m a n 's  L a c r o s s e  I
This W eek
Friday @ Elizabethtown 1 p.m.
Wednesday @ Stevens Tech 7 p.m.
Last W eek's Results 
4/3 — MSU, Centenary PPD 
4/5 — MSU 21, Lycoming 5
Player of the week
- - Sophomore
- Hometown: Bridgeton, NJ
Sf| ■ ■ H fpän won both the long jump and 100-meter 
iS p fr ., * hurdles at the Osprey Open held at Richard Stockton.
Honorable Mentions
MIKE WEISS 
Senior
Hometown: Mt. Laurel, NJ
Mike went 4-for-9 with five RPIs, 
assisting MSU in sweeping Richard 
Stockton 10-3 & 11-9.
BRIANNA GILUN 
Freshman
Hometown: Cinnaminson, NJ
Brianna scored five goals for the 
second consecutive game helping 
MSU keep an unbeaten record.
KEVIN GONDRES 
Junior
Hometown: Fair Lawn, NJ
Idgvin had five goals and four 
assists versus Kean University.
JOELLE FATA 
Junior
Hometown: Bloomfield, NJ
Joeile went 2-for-3 with 2 RBIs in 
opener of two games at William 
Raterson University.
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Player of the Week
PG. 27
Question of the Week
PG. 25
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Double
Header
Split
Montclair State University and 
William Paterson University split 
a New Jersey Athletic Conference 
softball double- 
header today 
at WPU’s 
W i g h t m a n  
Field. The 
host Pioneers 
claimed the 
opener, 6- 
3, before the visiting Red Hawks 
responded with a 7-2 victory in 
the nightcap. Both teams are now 
14-4 overall and 5-3 in NJAC play. 
For Montclair State, senior first 
baseman Dana Sprague (North 
Arlington, NJ/North Arlington) 
went 4-for-7 with two RBIs, both 
coming in the nightcap. Meanwhile, 
Pioneers’ freshman outfielder/des- 
ignated player Liz Sisca (Andover, 
NJ/Newton) finished 3-for-6 with
“Montclair State 
took a 2-0 lead in 
the second inning 
of the opener...”
two RBI on the day.
Montclair State took a 2-0 lead 
in the second inning of the opener, 
but WPU tied the game later that 
inning and went ahead for good 
with an unearned run in the fourth 
frame before adding three unearned 
runs in the sixth stanza. Senior 
pitcher Crystal Sweeney (Edison, 
NJ/Edison) took the loss for the 
Red Hawks, falling to 8-3 this year 
despite allowing just two earned 
runs while striking out three bat­
ters and walking another three.
Junior centerfielder Joelle Fata 
(Blommfield, NJ/Bloomfield) we^t 
2-for-3 at the plate, driving in both 
MSU runs in the second on a double 
down the left line, before scoring 
Montclair’s final run in the seventh 
inning off a single by sophomore 
Athanasia Totaro (Roseland, NJ/ 
West Essex) . Senior first base- 
man Erin McNeill (Little Falls, NJ/ 
Passaic Valley) laced the go-ahead 
RBI double in the fourth inning as 
William Paterson overcame a 2-0
Baseball Advances to 9-6
Steve Miller I The M ontclarlon
Junior pitcher, #39 James Cariello pitches against the York Spartans on Tuesday March 28, helping the 
Red Hawks to a 2-0 standing in the NJAC and a 9-6 overall.
deficit by scoring six unanswered 
runs. McNeill finished the after 2- 
for-3 with two RBI, while Sisca 
went l-for-3 and smacked a two- 
run triple to highlight a three-run 
eighth that helped her team secure 
the victory.
Totaro picked up the win in 
Game Two for Montclair, improving 
to 6-1 this spring while striking out 
three batters. WPU took a 1-0 lead 
after one inning and added another 
run in the top of the fifth for a 2-0 
advantage before MSU broke the
game open. The Red Hawks used 
four hits to score three runs in 
the bottom of the fifth, and tallied 
four runs in the sixth off two hits, 
a walk and two Pioneer errors for 
the 7-2 final. Sprague brought in 
two runs with her single to right 
field with two outs to tie the game, 
and then junior outfielder Megan 
Sweeney (Edison, NJ/Edison) fol­
lowed up with a run-scoring single 
off her own to put MSU up for good, 
3-2. Senior shortstop Diana Auteri 
(Lyndhurst, NJ/St. Mary’s) made
it 5-2 with her two-run homer to 
left field with two outs in the sixth, 
before Totaro and junior infielder 
Kari McDonnell (Wrightstown, 
NJ/N. Burlington) each added an 
unearned run for the final mar­
gin. McDonnell scored two runs in 
the rematch, while walking three 
times. Auteri finished the game 2- 
for-4 with two runs and two RBI, 
while Sprague went 2-for-4 with 
two RBI. Also, junior second base- 
man Nicole Pacicco (Tinton Falls, 
NJ/Monmouth Regional) singled in
Johnson
Double
Winner
The Montclair State University 
men and women’s outdoor track 
and field team recorded several top 
10 finishes as the Red Hawks com­
peted at the Osprey Open held 
at Richard Stockton College on 
Sautrday.
Sophomore Hashan Johnson 
(Bridgeton, NJ/Bridgeton) took 
home two first-place finishes for 
MSU as she captured both the 
women’s long jump and 100-meter 
hurdles. Johnson finished with a 
time of 16.79 in the hurdles before 
registering a jump of 17-feet, 
4.25 inches (5.29 meters). Kidalie 
Francillon (Montclair, NJ/West 
Orange) took top honors in the 
400-meter hurdles with a time of 
1:10.29. Sue Hinds (Westfield, NJ/ 
Westfield) and Rachel Yannuzzi 
(Fairview, NJ/Paramus Catholic) 
were fourth in the pole vault.
On the men’s side, freshman 
Lance Wigfall (East Orange, NJ/East 
Orange) finished first in the 400 
meters (49.29), while Travis Yancey 
(East Orange, NJ/East Orange) cap­
tured the 800 meters with a time of 
1:55.84. Jerome Morgan (Newark, 
NJ/Potomac (VA)) took top hon­
ors in the 400-meter hurdles while 
the Red Hawks’ 4x400 meter relay 
team won with a time of 3:19.54.
Lamar Crew (Orange, NJ/ 
Orange) finished third for MSU 
in the 100 meters (11.39) with 
Paul Noel (East Orange, NJ/Essex 
Catholic) placing fifth in the 400 
meters (51.25). Senior Osei Bonsu 
(Old Bridge, NJ/Old Bridge) took 
fourth in the 110-meter hurdles 
(15.78) and Montclair’s 4x100 relay 
team posted a third place finish 
with a time of 43.65.
Courtesy of Sports Information
both of her at-bats and scored a 
run as the Red Hawks amassed 
eight hits. Sophomore pitcher Jenn 
Scott (Mount Ephraim, NJ/ Bishop 
Eustace) took both decisions for 
WPU, which suffered five errors in 
the second game. Scott is now 13-4 
on the season, while Sisca went 2- 
for-3 with an RBI in the rematch. 
Montclair State returns to action 
at home on today against John Jay 
(NY) College at the MSU Softball 
Stadium.
Courtesy o f Sports Information
Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.shtml for more information
MM
